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Executive summary 
There are several major trends that will affect the future of the car industry. One trend is the 

demand for newer models in shorter times. A second trend is the increase in automotive technology. 

A third trend is the effect of legislation on fossil fuel-based drivelines and the introduction of new 

technology in the driveline. Hence the cars developed by the Volvo Cars R&D division have to be 

tested in order to meet all requirements. Volvo Cars’ internal department, Analysis and Verification 

Environment, currently conducts these tests.  

In testing cars in the future, the challenge is to become more efficient in terms of operational 

capabilities as well as to review current competencies. Hence, future technology and legal challenges 

drive significant competence and investment needs in the automotive testing industry.  A major shift 

in competences is needed in order to meet future requirements on sustainability and digitalisation. 

Sharing investment costs and facilities can have business potential. There is an opportunity to spin 

off VC’s Analysis and Verification Environment, which would permit sharing the future competence 

and investment burden with other stakeholders. However, from Volvo Cars’ perspective, achieving 

cost effectiveness and making test facilities available must be secured, but not at the risk of 

jeopardising future car programmes. Therefore a profitable business case for spinning off Analysis 

and Verification Environment is needed. This means Analysis and Verification Environment, as a 

spinoff company, must be capable of success on the open market.  

This report addresses the following questions: Can VC’s Analysis and Verification Environment 

division be spun off? If so, how can it be organised so that it can succeed in the open market? This 

report concludes there is a potential benefit to spinning off Analysis and Verification Environment. 

However, the success of the spin off requires execution of an Action Plan based on a 

competence/market business model that includes, for example, a strong value proposition.  
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1 Background 
The international vehicle manufacturing industry is a mature and highly competitive global industry. 

The challenge for Volvo Cars (VC, in this report) is to offer the market different customised models 

aimed at a wide range of customer segments in different countries and developed in shorter and 

shorter time frames. This report analyses whether it is possible to spin off VC’s internal department 

of Analysis and Verification Environments (A&V, in this report) and, if so, which organisational 

requirements should be met to achieve a successful spinoff. 

Future legal requirements on emissions and safety are major drivers of product development 

organisations in the vehicle manufacturing industry. Furthermore, a major trend in the industry is the 

integration of cars with the modern information society. Customers want to connect with smart 

gadgets, workshops want to diagnose the status of cars in advance, etc. At the same time, the cost of 

new vehicles has remained at about the same level for the last twenty years. This means that 

manufacturers need to develop models with more advanced technological content, using fewer 

resources, in order to stay competitive. To meet these challenges, including the greater complexity 

from the customisation of complete vehicles (e.g., related to engine size, fuel, interior design, 

exterior design, etc.), product development organisations must shorten their lead times and reduce 

the cost of developing new models fitted with modern technology. Hence product development 

organisations need to continuously develop their methods, procedures, and technology. 

 One of VC’s several divisions is Research and Development (R&D, in this report). R&D’s responsibility 

is the development of new products. This responsibility includes numerous activities, from 

requirement definition, engineering prerequisites, engineering, and verification and validation of the 

products. Verification and validation of cars refers to the testing of cars. A&V has the required 

competencies and the needed equipment and facilities (such as buildings and rigs) for testing new 

cars before they are introduced to the market. All car functions must be tested so that the cars meet 

the expected quality criteria defined by the R&D division. For example, A&V tests areas such as 

strength, endurance, safety, fuel consumption, and emissions. Therefore, the main activities of A&V 

are facilities management and the conduct of tests. A&V is also responsible for all non-car 

investments and the measurement of technology, expertise, and equipment in the R&D division. A&V  

is divided into six major sections. The main test facilities are in Sweden although VC has facilities 

outside Sweden. 

It is expensive to verify and validate a car’s functionality. Such work represents a large part of the 

total cost of the R&D division. All VC departments share in the responsibility of operating the 

company  in a competitive manner. The R&D division therefore expects that A&V will create a lean 

organisation as well as search for possible new revenue streams in order to maximise the use of the 

invested capital and to optimise the use of all facilities. 

A&V is expected to deliver relevant testing results to the R&D division according to agreed-on plans, 

on time, and of high quality. A&V  is also expected to fully use its internal resources. A&V mainly 

tests VC cars for the R&D division; however, A&V also conducts testing activities for external 

customers. Examples are, for instance, *confidential*. It should be noted that A&V is an internal 

department in  VC’s R&D division. Thus, A&V does not actively compete in the open market. The 

main challenges for A&V today are to ensure its future delivery capability andi capacity for high 
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quality and to shorten production lead times. As a consequence, adjustment of testing competencies 

is needed in order to meet future requirements such as the increased use of software in the cars. 

As noted above, the automotive industry is highly competitive with low profit margins and many 

challenges related to cost cutting and reducing lead times. Another challenge relates to the plans for 

future investments in R&D projects. This challenge involves investments in facilities and tools and the 

costs of their maintenance for the efficient testing and verification of new vehicles. Because the costs 

of testing facilities and equipment represent a large part of the VC budget, such costs must be kept 

as low as possible. There are different solutions for reducing costs. One solution is to sell the free 

time in rigs and facilities to external companies who require qualified testing and verification. A 

second solution is to have more OEMs share the investments and the use of capacity. A third solution 

is to buy the capability and capacity from an external supplier. This third solution raises the 

possibility of spinning off A&V.  However, the R&D division depends on, and needs, access to the test 

activities that A&V conducts. The pressure to reduce costs must be balanced against the need to 

retain A&V’s activities and facilities. Although sharing such facilities with another car manufacturer is 

an alternative, this raises issues related to secrecy and finance and to the implications for growth. VC 

would still have the long-term investments and maintenance costs.  

 Spinning off A&V raises the possibility of benefiting other customers as well as VC. Firstly, the 

benefits of outsourcing could be cost reductions (Abrahamsson et al., 2003; Dolgui & Proth, 2013; 

Van Weele, 2010). This means that if VC decreases its investment and maintenance costs, these costs 

will be included in the outsourcing price. Even if there were a price tag on the investment, it would 

still be a reduction for VC compared to ownership of the A&V department. A spinoff company would 

also create the potential for a higher degree of utilisation when other customers use the facilities. 

Secondly, the spinoff company could focus on its core activities. Thirdly, the spinoff company could 

gain access to supplier knowledge and supplier market resources (Ellram & Billington, 2001). For VC 

this means greater potential for the use of resources and more focus on highly competitive and 

critical brand core activities such as definition, design, features, attributes, engineering, research, 

customer activities, etc. 

There are several risks connected with spinning off A&V. These risks include loss of core 

competences and control, and reduced learning (Embleton & Wright, 1998: Insinga & Werle, 2000). If 

A&V is spun off, flexibility, control, and administration will change. Firstly, VC can focus on the core 

competences mentioned above, and then add resources that improve those competences. However, 

a consequence is that flexibility is lost. Because VC will no longer have the full availability of test 

facilities, it will need to do more advance planning. If A&V is spun off, we assume there will be 

several customers that schedule the facilities. If facilities are fully scheduled when VC experiences 

problems and needs (e.g., testing that has not been ordered) the risk is the reduced availability of 

testing capabilities. This hypothetical situation can be contrasted with the current situation in which 

VC owns its testing facilities and thus has unlimited access to them. Today external suppliers are used 

to buffer bottlenecks at VC’s testing facilities. To manage the risk of limited access to testing 

facilities, the planning process at VC must consider the potential for possible unplanned activities. VC 

needs a proactive analysis on how verification assignments are scheduled. Another consequence of 

the potential spinoff is the need to plan for acceptance of testing and verification assignments. A 

critical consideration relevant to the spinoff of A&V is whether A&V activities are core activities. If 
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they are, then they must remain in VC. The analysis of this complex question, which involves factual 

evidence, political issues, and personal attitudes, is difficult.  

No matter if A&V activities are core or not, the access to A&V capabilities is still a must for VC for 

testing its products. A prerequisite for outsourcing those activities is that the new spinoff entity (the 

former internal A&V department that will probably be the new VC supplier) must succeed on the 

open market. If the company fails, the A&V activities with use of all facilities could transfer somehow 

to another company. VC then risks a scenario with limited availability to testing facilities. This 

situation would have significant implications for VC’s lead times and future profits.  

VC has the potential to reduce costs by sharing the burden for long-term investments, maintenance 

costs, and increases in facility utilisation. If such potential is to be realized, then the spinoff A&V must 

be a profitable entity. If not, the outsourcing option for VC regarding A&V activities is closed. Then 

A&V activities will remain as an internal department in the R&D division. The focus of this report is 

on the business potential for A&V as a spinoff company. The research questions are the following: 

Is there a potential to spin off the internal Volvo Car A&V department as an external company? If 
yes, how can this external company be organised so as to use its capabilities successfully in an 
open market?  
 

2 Method 
The current challenges in the automotive industry provide the background for the research questions 

of this report. Technological developments and legal issues are behind the growth of competencies 

and investment needs in the industry. If A&V is to meet the requirements on sustainability and 

digitalisation, a major competence shift is required.  Sharing the costs of investments and the use of 

facilities offer business possibilities. Three ways for VC to reduce the investment costs of automotive 

testing are the following:  

1 Ownership of test facilities means large investment costs and high maintenance costs. However, 

ownership also means flexibility in test planning with easy-to-plan processes. The possibility of 

reducing investment costs lies in the potential to sell free capacity on the open market. 

 

2 Sharing of test facilities, with other OEMs or other stakeholders, means a reduction in investment 

costs through sharing of these costs. This means more utilisation of text facilities but also more 

problems in planning and more secrecy risks. 

 

3 Spinning off the test capability means VC must purchase tests from an external partner, potentially 

the former internal A&V department. This results in lower investment and maintenance costs and a 

higher degree of use in the new company but also more problems in planning. 

 

Spinning off A&V means there is an opportunity to share future competences and the investment 

burden with other stakeholders. However, from the VC perspective, cost effectiveness and the 

availability of test facilities must be secured without jeopardising future car programmes. Hence, 

there must be a profitable business case for A&V as a spinoff company. Otherwise, VC risks limited 
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access to test facilities with severe consequences. In short, A&V must be successful on the open 

market.  

 
Possible research methodologies 
 

One major task in this project was to identify and apply a research methodology that collects data 

that are sufficient and adequate for answering the research questions. Several methodologies were 

identified as potential analytical instruments.  

 

1 Transaction costs (in which dynamic transaction costs are a variation). 

2 Market growth 

3 Core competence  

 

1 Transaction costs  

Transaction costs can be analysed in relation to potential revenue as a way to evaluate the potential 

in spinning off the A&V testing capability. These are costs for products and services, legal matters, 

and control related to the purchased product/service interaction (Alchian & Allen, 1974). According 

to the literature, if transaction costs are high it is more beneficial to retain the potential spinoff 

company and avoid transaction activities. The prerequisites for a cost beneficial transaction depend 

on the sub-division of work activities and also on the market maturity and opportunities (Helfat, 

2015: Langlois, 2006)). According to Jacobides and Winter (2005), firms proactively seek to make 

production stages more modular because they benefit from capabilities within the stages of 

production. When a firm has an incentive to reduce transaction costs, it can focus on the production 

stages that provide the most benefit. 

 
Vertical integration/disintegration depends on contextual factors where innovation change and 

technology change are among the primary factors (Helfat, 2015). Significant changes tend to drive 

vertical integration, which is not benefitted by outsourcing. On the other hand, activities with small 

technology changes or small leaps of innovation support the standardisation of work tasks. This 

standardisation, plus a developing market presents an opportunity for beneficial vertical 

disintegration (Helfat, 2015). This supports the statement in method No.3 “Core competence”, that 

A&V’s related activities may be a Category 3 level (i.e., support activities), according to the model by 

Long and Vickers-Koch (1995),  A&V performs standardised test assignments according to defined 

test procedures.  

 

To answer our research questions, we could use a transaction costs analysis for making comparisons 

with potential future revenue.  

 

2 Market growth 

Market growth can also be used to address our research questions. If the current market is growing 

and/or if there are similar markets with the same problems, in combination with lower degrees of 

innovation and technological changes, there is the potential for a higher degree of specialisation by 

sub-dividing the work into more standardised activities. With market growth, the volume of those 

activities increases, and the potential to find synergies with other market needs increases. This 

creates a potential business case (Helfat, 2015; Rosenberg, 1969). Helfat (2015) suggests that 
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companies’ vertical infrastructure over time disintegrates because it relates to contextual factors 

such as standardised products, processes, and activities as driving forces. Helfat also identifies how 

and when to predict problems when disintegration occurs.  

 

 Market growth could also be used to analyse our research questions if the possibility exists to make 

A&V a successful spinoff company. It is not, however, our choice of methodology.  

 

3 Core competence 

According to Long and Vickers-Koch (1995), the core competencies of a company consist of two 

elements. The first element consists of the knowledge, know-how, and ability to create value by the 

company’s staff using their technological expertise. The second element consists of the company’s 

processes that deliver value that meets customer needs. The rule of thumb is that outsourcing 

should be avoided if the activity/activities are core competences or close to core competences. To 

identify core activities, we use a model adapted from Long and Vickers-Koch  (1995). The first levels 

in the model are the most important. Note that a company’s core activities are always a combination 

of skills and processes.  

1. “Cutting edge” activities are essential functions, activities, and competences for future 

competitiveness. 

2. Core activities are the main process activities and activity bases for other activities in the 

company. 

3. Support activities are directly connected to core activities. 

4. Separable activities are connected to main process but easily detached; they have no relationship 

to any active area of the core activities. 

5. Peripheral activities are not included in the main process. 

A brief analysis of A&V’s activities, according to this categorization, generally locates the activities in 

Category 3 as Support activities. This conclusion is based on the fact that VC’s engineering centres 

and attribute centres currently provide methodology instructions and order testing activities from 

A&V. A&V then performs the tests according to the test instructions provided, ascertains 

measurement quality, etc. The results are then delivered to the engineering centres and the attribute 

centres where analysts study the effects on the product. This logic is consistent with the findings by 

Helfat (2015) that standardised work and sub-division of work tasks mean disintegration is a 

possibility.     

If the skills and competences using this methodology were analysed from a product perspective (i.e., 

the complete vehicle), the definition and methodology activities would be on the level of Category 1 

and Category 2. Since A&V’s activities are Category 3 (Support activities), this means that the 

activities could be non-core activities, Thus, A&V is a potential candidate for outsourcing.  Because 

A&V’s activities are more on the Category 3 level. A&V might be a “non-core" department that could 

be outsourced externally.  

However, this is not our choice of methodology.  

We identified a fourth methodology we can use to answer the research questions. This 

methodology involves the use of a business model with a focus on competence in the various 

markets with similar competence needs. We selected the Business Canvas Model (BCM) for this 
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purpose because of its ability to paint a complete picture of a company (Raouf, 2015). The nine 

dimensions (blocks) of the BMC refer to the three conceptual pillars of the business model 

definition: creation of value (key partners, key activities, and key features); delivery of value 

(channels, customer segments, and customer relationships); and capture of value (cost structure 

and revenue structure) (Fábio  & Moises, 2014).  

 

We developed two business models; one model is of the internal A&V department in its current 

form; the other model is of an external A&V resulting from a hypothetical spinoff. By comparing 

these two business models, we could more easily identify gaps in the organisational structure and 

hence create an Action Plan that creates a foundation for a successful spinoff company.  

 

The internal business model portrays A&V largely as it is today - an internal VC department that is 

subject to control by VC. However, in the internal business model created in this report A&V is seen 

as a business although still within the VC organisation  We take this perspective so that we can fully 

describe the differences and similarities between A&V as an internal business activity and A&V as a 

spinoff company. Our perspective also allows us to free the analysis from any internal policies and 

procedures, whether positive or negative. In addition, we develop the internal business model in 

order to fully integrate the management team in our analysis and thereby improve the input data for 

the analysis. Our findings that are valid for the internal model are also valid for the external model 

(e.g., findings related to competence development). In the external model we see A&V as a 

completely external and separate company, outside VC. We then analyse the differences and 

similarities between the two models, using the nine BCM building blocks. We analyse these blocks, 

one by one, in order to identify the activities needed for a successful business or company.  

 

Several methods were used to complete our two BCMs. Some methods are widely used in the 

industry. It is also important to have a representative set of data from various areas of the business. 

This, too, as far as possible, should reflect the true nature of A&V. For example, we identified people 

who can participate in the study and also identify knowledge and experience areas that are relevant 

for the study. These methods and the choice of participants are very important for the conduct of 

such studies (Helms & Nixon, 2010; Martin & Beagrie, 2004). The tools and methodology used in this 

study are presented in Fig. 1.  
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Business Canvas 
INTERNAL

PARTNERS

Key partnerships 
which refer to the 

supply chain 
required for the 

organizations 
success. Key 

partnerships are 
often entered into 

to optimize the 
business model, 

reduce risks or to 
acquire key 
resources. 

ACTIVITIES

Key activities 
means the things 

or actions an 
organization must 
take in order to be 

successful. 

VALUE 
PROPOSITION

Value proposition 
should focus on 
solving a customer 
problem. 
Specifically a value 
proposition is a 
promise of value 
and most 
importantly the 
realization of value 
from the 
customers 
perspective. 

CUSTOMER 
RELATIONSHIPS

Customer 
relationships refers 
to the relationship 

between the 
customer and the 

organization. 

CUSTOMER 
SEGMENTS

Customer 
segments defines 

those 
homogenous 

market segments 
with a high 

probability to 
purchase the 

companies offering 
and derive value 

from it.  

RESOURCES

Key resources 
refers to the must-
have resources an 
organization needs 
to be successful. 

CHANNELS

Individuals learn 
differently. Utilize 
the right content 

and channels 
when 

communicating.

COST

Cost structure includes all the costs to operate the 
business model.

REVENUE STREAMS

Revenue streams is defined by each customer 
segment. There are primarily two types of revenue 

streams, transactions revenues and recurring 
revenues. 

Competitor Analysis

Business environment
- Pestel, 5F, trends

Resource utilisation

Core competences

Customer Analysis

Stakeholder Analysis

VISION
STRATEGY
ACTION PLANANALYSIS AND TOOLS

SWOT ANALYSIS WAY FORWARD

ANALYSIS CONTEXT OF SETTING DEPAPRTMENT A&V AS AN 
INTERNAL ORGANISATION AND EXTERNAL ORGANISATION

SWOT

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 
SCENARIOS

Business Canvas
EXTERNAL

PARTNERS

Key partnerships 
which refer to the 

supply chain 
required for the 

organizations 
success. Key 

partnerships are 
often entered into 

to optimize the 
business model, 

reduce risks or to 
acquire key 
resources. 

ACTIVITIES

Key activities 
means the things 

or actions an 
organization must 
take in order to be 

successful. 

VALUE 
PROPOSITION

Value proposition 
should focus on 
solving a customer 
problem. 
Specifically a value 
proposition is a 
promise of value 
and most 
importantly the 
realization of value 
from the 
customers 
perspective. 

CUSTOMER 
RELATIONSHIPS

Customer 
relationships refers 
to the relationship 

between the 
customer and the 

organization. 

CUSTOMER 
SEGMENTS

Customer 
segments defines 

those 
homogenous 

market segments 
with a high 

probability to 
purchase the 

companies offering 
and derive value 

from it.  

RESOURCES

Key resources 
refers to the must-
have resources an 
organization needs 
to be successful. 

CHANNELS

Individuals learn 
differently. Utilize 
the right content 

and channels 
when 

communicating.

COST

Cost structure includes all the costs to operate the 
business model.

REVENUE STREAMS

Revenue streams is defined by each customer 
segment. There are primarily two types of revenue 

streams, transactions revenues and recurring 
revenues. 

TWO BUSINESS CANVAS MODELS
ONE INTERNAL AND ONE EXTERNAL

INPUT FROM THE 
A&V MANAGEMENT 
TEAM, SEE FIGURE 2 

 
Figure 1. Overall methodology and tool set up 

 
 
We used the SWOT analysis as our main tool for collection of data because of its general use in   

company analysis and its acceptance by the A&V management team. We then combined the SWOT 

analysis with other tools such as the “Five Forces Analysis” (Porter, 1980) and the trend analysis tool 

“PESTEL” (Political, Economical, Sociological, Technological, Environmental, Legal). These analytical 

tools counteract the SWOT analytical tool’s lack of strategic direction with its frozen image of the 

organisation at a point in time (Strategic Direction, 2015). Other extended SWOT models provide a 

better view of business (John, 1999; Kangas et al., 2003; Valentin, 2001). However, due to time 

limitations, we were unable to use those models in our analysis. 

 

 The SWOT analytical tool has been criticized for its oversimplification of companies with its simple 

list of words or bullet points (Helms & Nixon, 2010). The quality of a SWOT analysis depends on the 

data collected and the attitude and experience of the participants. It is therefore important that the 

most suitable participants are selected (Helms & Nixon, 2010; Martin & Beagrie, 2004). We selected 

members of the A&V management team as the participants in our SWOT analysis. This allowed us to 

focus on the internal and external factors that reflect various areas of A&V. See Fig. 2. Regarding 

involvement of management team, we omitted certain parts of the PESTEL analysis and of the Five 

Forces analysis. The completion of PESTEL analysis and Five Forces analysis was done by the authors.  
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Business 
Environment 

Core 
competences

Customer
Analysis

Resource 
utilisation 

Competitor 
Anlysis

VISION
STRATEGY
ACTION PLAN

ANALYSIS AND TOOLS SWOT ANALYSIS WAY FORWARD

The A&V management team strategy process 

SWOT

 
Figure 2. The strategy process and set up for the SWOT analysis by the A&V management team. 

 
Data for the SWOT analysis comes from the following main areas.  

 

Knowledge of the A&V department today 

Visits, interviews with staff, HR, meetings, revisions, KPI status, existing vision, and strategy. 

 

Trend analysis 

Identification of the trends that have a potential influence on A&V is crucial for developing a 

successful strategy. One tool that is used is the Five Forces model (Porter, 1980). This is a model that 

describes the competition in a particular industry by analysing customer and supplier negotiation 

strength, available substitutes, challenges from new competitors, and the competition between 

existing companies. Another tools is the “PESTEL” analytical tool. This tool identifies trends in six  

areas:  Political, Economic, Social, Technology, Environmental, and Legal. The analysis is not 

straightforward because trends may vary between different regions and countries and may also 

change over time. The A&V management team performed parts of these analyses. The authors 

performed other parts as complementary to the data provided by the management team. See 

Appendices 7 and 8 for the results from these two analyses.  

 

 

Competence profile 

The management team members developed a competence strategy. To create the strategy, they first 

identified the present competence profile of A&V. Then they identified the competence profile 

required for the future. A gap analysis was made in which the critical competences required to solve 

future needs were identified. The future needs were partly derived from the PESTEL analysis, 

combined with information about A&V according to Figure 2.  

 

Facility and resource utilisation  

Analysis of the available internal resources, staff, facility utilisation, and work procedures that have 

an effect on efficiency. 
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Customer feedback and input 

Existing knowledge from visits, interviews, and questions to internal customers. Input from external 

customers is normally derived from visits and interviews. 

 

Competitor analysis and benchmark 

Input data derived from information on the Internet, benchmark visits, and completed assignments. 

 

The authors reviewed and updated the management team’s SWOT analysis, as noted above.  To 

provide reliable data for the two BMCs, the authors used the matrix "Building and restructuring of 

core competencies" (Hamel & Prahalad, 1996). This matrix answers the following two questions. See 

Appendices 3 and 4.  

1 Which new core competencies does A&V need to build to protect its current market? 

2 Which new products, services, and business models could A&V create by imaginatively redeploying 
or recombining its current core competencies? 

Table 1 presents the data used in the analysis  
 
 
Area of 
interest 

Tool Data  Initiated 
internal 
work 

Internal 
reports 

Statis-
tics 

Inter-
views 

Presenta
-tions 

External 
reviews 

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION FROM VOLVO CARS THAT ARE NOT DOCUMENTED IN THIS REPORT 

Business 
environment 

Five Forces Existing A&V 
Vision/Strategy 

X X    X 

Business 
environment 

Five Forces Legal information    X   

Resource 
utilisation 

Excel sheet  Operational 
performance 

X X X    

 Competitor 
analysis 

Business revisions  X    X 

Business 
environment 

Five Forces VC strategy      X  

Business 
environment 

Five Forces VC management 
requirements 

 X     

 
Core 
competences 

Building and 
restructuring of 
core 
competencies 

HR Management / 
Competence 
identification and 
mapping 

X      

  Future technical 
requirements 

 X     

 Economical 
analysis 

Internal financial figures  X     

Customer 
environment 

Customer analysis Customer survey X  X X   

NOT CONFIDENTIAL 

Business 
environment 

PESTEL Global trends     X X 

Business 
environment 

Five Forces / 
Stakeholder 
analysis 

Department trends 
analysis 

 X     

Table 1. Collected data and the connection to areas of interest 

3 The drivers of Analysis and Verification 
There are general trends in the automotive industry that drive the need for a constant review of all 

internal departments at VC. Those trends are also relevant for A&V. To develop A&V on a long-term 
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basis, these trends must be understood and their effects identified. Ultimately, the questions we 

need to answer are the following: Is it possible to spinoff A&V in order to share investments costs, 

etc.? If yes, how should this new spinoff company be organised so that it can survive? 

 

Developing A&V as a competitive spinoff company requires a solid understanding of the general 

trends that influence the department. In the PESTEL analysis, we reviewed the general trends. We 

present our main findings from this analysis next.  

 

The car industry is currently engaged in making various cost reductions because of the high degree of 

competition in the industry worldwide. At the same time, customers expect newer models and 

model variants of existing cars in shorter and shorter lead times. Moreover customers, as well as 

other stakeholders, such as workshop organisers/participants and regulatory/legislative authorities, 

demand a high level of technology. This demand for new car models, made available in shorter time 

periods and with increased technology content, means that A&V needs to shorten its lead times in 

order to contribute to overall R&D at VC. This could be done internally using technology and 

competence shifts in A&V.  

 

Furthermore, customer demands and technological development drive a trend in which more and 

more software features are built into cars. Customers may want to connect their communication 

devices to their cars. In addition, automotive functions are more and more dependent on software. 

To handle the new test assignments resulting from this technology, A&V needs to develop 

competences for testing software programming and functionality in cars and for reproducing the 

right environment in test facilities. Instead of complete vehicle testing, the trend is toward increased 

virtual and system testing. An example is traffic safety. For VC, this is a new area that distinguishes 

the VC brand from other car brands. It is expected that such testing will be important for future 

premium products. These systems are complex and have significant software and hardware 

functionalities. The systems demand new types of test environments and facilities in order to provide 

a test environment for the car in traffic situations. For A&V, this scenario increases the need for 

software and electrical expertise, just as examples. 

 

It is expected that the use of fossil fuels in cars will decrease or even terminate at some point in the 

future. For the automotive industry, this means there will be an increase in other drivelines than 

those that use fossil fuels (e.g., battery-powered electric engines). Because many tests today are 

made on combustion engines, A&V is under pressure to develop facilities and competences for 

testing such new drivelines.  

 

Safety and health is a major concern in the world. The problem of global warming as the result of 

man-made emissions is constantly scrutinised. It is expected that legislation will affect the testing of 

drivelines such that they will become more sophisticated and more fine-tuned as the concern about 

global warning increases. As a result, more testing alternatives (e.g., for electric drivelines), will be 

necessary. We can expect an increase in performance testing on electric drivelines and also an 

increase in the ability to conduct such testing. This means more (and different) testing facilities and 

tools. Emissions and power train propulsion testing for fossil fuel technology will increase as the 

result of legislation and regulations. More power train testing capacity, including complex test 
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facilities and method developments for system testing, will be needed. This will be costly. 

Concurrently, we may expect a reduction in power train complete vehicle testing,  

 

Because of the stiff competition in the automotive industry, there will be a continuous focus on 

efficiency in areas such as quality, lead times, work procedures, processes, and the best utilisation of 

investments. The increased product complexity means that VC’s R&D division needs to make many 

more measurements and collect/manage much more data. It also means that A&V’s competence in 

making measurements and collecting/managing data is important and will increase in complexity. 

 

In summary, the main major automotive trends influencing the industry are the demand for newer 

models in shorter times, the increase in technology, the effects of legislation on fossil fuel based 

drivelines, and the advance of new technology in the driveline. This means that A&V needs to be 

more efficient in terms of its operational capabilities. A&V also should evaluate its current 

competencies against future needs. Note that A&V will be forced to respond to those trends, 

regardless of whether it remains within VC or becomes a spinoff company.  

4 The analysis of the two Business Models 

In the discussion of the building blocks in the BMC we present each block separately, beginning with 

the block, value proposition. In this section, we analyse AV as an internal VC department, and then 

analyse A&V as a hypothetical spinoff company. 

 

The nine BMC buildings blocks are the following: Value Propositions, Customer Relationships, 

Customer Segments, Channels, Activities, Partners, Resources, Cost Streams, and Revenue Streams 

(Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2012). See Fig. 1 in Section 3.  

 

After discussing each building block from the perspective of A&V as an internal VC department and 

from the perspective of A&V as a spinoff company, we draw conclusions comparing the two models. 

In the commentary on leadership, an open mind-set, and culture development, we refer to the 

remarks by A&V’s management team. 

 

 See Appendices 1 to 12 for the entire BMC analysis.  

 

4.1 Analysis of the Value Propositions 
All business entities have to create value for their customers. To support the value proposition 

analysis for the two models for A&V, we used the theory of corporate development building and 

restructuring of core competences (see Appendices 4 and 5). Our questions are the following: Which 

new core competencies does A&V need to build, protect, and extend its current market? Which new 

products or services could A&V create by imaginatively redeploying or recombining its current core 

competencies?  

4.1.1 Internal business model 

A&V creates value for its internal customer, VC R&D, by offering services in testing and validation. 

This matches the R&D division’s need to validate the specifications of complete vehicles in 

development programmes. To address the need to reduce the time to complete vehicle 
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programmes, A&V must also support the development of virtual and system testing. To decrease 

operational costs, A&V works with operational excellence by securing new technological 

developments in facilities management and testing technology. This is done with the right technical 

competence but also with discrete knowledge of "how to plan, perform, and deliver" advanced 

testing in automotive programmes.  

4.1.2 Spinoff business model 

A&V creates value for the automotive industry (cars, trucks, construction equipment, buses, mopeds, 

motorcycles, agricultural equipment, drones, garden equipment, etc.) by offering services in testing 

and validation of automotive products. With the knowledge on "how to plan, perform, and deliver" 

advanced testing in automotive programmes, A&V is a reliable supplier to the broad sector of 

entities engaged in vehicle development. A&V’s complete offer and/or specific offer meets the high 

demands of customers, who have no, or little, knowledge of advanced testing. The main markets are 

the automotive industry, including cars. A&V offers complete testing and verification assignments, 

including planning, set up, execution and results delivery for validation of complete systems. 

Furthermore, with a long history of experience and deep knowledge in building and maintaining 

facilities and equipment for advanced testing, A&V also offers consulting services in building and 

maintaining test facilities and measurement data handling.  

4.1.3 Conclusion 

As a spinoff company, A&V has a chance to be among the premier suppliers on the market by 

continuing to develop its capabilities. This can be done by further increasing its competence and 

ability in vehicle testing and in handling complexity in software, Hardware in the Loop, and electric 

activities. These capabilities help A&V to reduce lead times, to improve the quality of results, and to 

improve measurement accuracy, etc. for its customers. This is necessary if A&V is to be a premier 

provider of testing and verification services. These capabilities can also be used in new market areas 

such as facility construction of complex machinery installations or facility management. The markets 

for these services are the various industries that have complex facilities that need measurement and 

data installations. A&V also has the possibility to offer services in measurement technology and data 

management. A&V already has a significant amount of knowledge on testing and verification of 

automotive programmes.  

As an internal VC department, A&V is under the control of the VC R&D division. This control includes   

budget allocations. Thus, the business logic at A&V mainly trickles down to cuts in lead times, cost 

reductions, and competence development. However, this situation does not imply the value 

proposition will continue to be attractive if A&V if it remains an internal VC department. On the 

contrary, this could prove to be a good basis for future development of A&V that clarifies customer 

focus and segments the market. A&V already has a few external customers. Therefore, A&V has laid 

the groundwork for developing a long-term plan for the existing market.  

As a spinoff company, A&V has a great deal of potential for developing its offerings based on its core 

competences. A&V can expand to serve the automotive industry and to offer consulting on facilities 

management and measurement and data management. However, this value proposition has not yet 

been tested with any customers or market segments. Additional investigation is required.  
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In either scenario, good communications about what A&V does well is essential. Communication is 

vital for building an identity in any entity because it is the image presented to the outside 

stakeholders (Van Riel, 1992). If A&V is spun off, much work is required with both internal and 

external communications. This work would create "the glue" that ties employees together such that 

A&V can form a culture of its own and separate from VC. Such a project involves a complex journey 

requiring much creativity, insight, consistency, stamina and a great amount of luck (Alvesson, 2001). 

If A& V’s culture is viewed an on-going journey, with a base in the VC culture, it would be easier to 

develop a communication programme internally if A&V remains within VC. Then the communication 

can focus on the message that A&V is a vital part of the larger organisation with a specific customer 

focus and advanced technological competences. This means, all A&V employees, from management 

to production, should be messengers (or marketers) of the value proposition; in this way, A&V is part 

of VC’s entire marketing programme (see Gummesson, 2002).    

4.2 Analysis of the Customer Relationships 
In this section we investigate the relationships A&V has with its current customers (as an internal 

division) and with its possible future customers (as a spinoff company).  

4.2.1 Internal business model 

A&V’s internal business is driven mainly by automated services. A&V receives its assignments from 

VC. Several work committees also require non-standard tests and/or future automotive programmes. 

A&V has a dedicated resource (one person) who manages contracts and meetings with external 

customers. However, the person currently in this role is not required to do any marketing or sales 

activities. Therefore, it is possible that this role could be expanded to involve the search for new 

customers. In addition, the role could require arranging customer events (for both existing and 

potential customers) to market A&V’s offerings and capabilities. Such events could build the A&V 

brand internally by explaining its current as well as future activities.  

4.2.2 Spinoff business model 

As a spinoff company, A& V will need to build a strong brand and present a compelling story to justify 

its existence. As a new company on the market, A&V will have the dual challenge of retaining current 

customers and of attracting new customers. This will mean a great deal of effort is needed since trust 

in a new business entity originates from personal contacts and references. To build the trust 

necessary for the long term, customer relationships and contracts, meetings with potential 

customers through personal contacts, workshops, and site visits must be arranged. References and 

testimonies are very important. A&V should invite customers to the A&V department to observe 

A&V’s capability and capacity that stand behind the high quality of its results.    

The salespeople, who have direct access to customers (current and potential) should develop a deep 

understanding of customers’ real requirements/problems and of the possible solutions using A&V’s 

tests and procedures. This knowledge is crucial if A&V is to offer tailor-made solutions the customers 

can use. Customers, who are found worldwide, need convenient management of test objects 

including interaction with their internal R&D processes (i.e., for customers who only buy capacity, 

A&V should offer transport of products to and from the test facilities with quality secured test 

results). For customers who need both methodology and capacity, A&V should work closely with 

their daily business in a sound, cooperative way. 
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Customer relationships should be driven by transparent and forward-driven communications. This 

customer-focused behaviour, attitude, and atmosphere are important elements in building the A&V 

brand and image. This brand is needed for A&V to be competitive. A comparison can be made to 

selling cars, in which the car retailers seek to establish and maintain long-term relationships with 

customers.   

For these long-term sale cycles, A&V needs the stamina and determination to actually create the 

interest in its offerings, learn customers’ needs, explain the offerings, and deliver results of high 

quality. A marketing and sales organisation is essential. Furthermore, to be sustainable, A&V needs 

more technological and human resources than it has currently. This even means creating in potential 

customers an awareness of their needs. As a former department at VC, A&V can likely justify and 

approach customers in the industry. However, for any other customer segments, a greater challenge 

exists in approaching and explaining the value A&V has developed as a VC department. One 

challenge for A&V is to find people who are not only "automotive" oriented but also can cross 

automotive branches in the quest for new customers.  

4.2.3 Conclusions 

The main difference in the two models for A&V is in the area of customer relationships. A&V, as a 

department in VC, has the VC culture and delivers value as part of the ordinary work of the R&D 

division. However, restrictions exist on how the facilities and resources can be used because R&D is 

the actual decision maker concerning A&V’s use of its capabilities. If A&V is spun off, its business 

environment would change rapidly. Although the customer focus is crucial in the internal business 

model, it is even more so in the external business model. To strengthen its customer focus, A&V 

needs to focus on building customer relationships and developing the trust in is ability to solve 

complex test assignments using personal interaction, visits, reference visits, etc. These activities 

would do much to build long-term customer relationships that result in customer orders and the full 

use of A&V’s facilities and resources. The quest for new customers should begin immediately given 

the expected long-term sales processes. Sales must be a part of every position at A&V in which there 

is interaction with potential customers. Everyone must be an ambassador for the new company and  

pursue the goal of forming long-term relationships with customers in order to build a strong 

company (see Gummesson, 2002). VC may, out of goodwill or from a business need, sign a long-term 

contract that uses the existing relationship with A&V to pursue future cooperation. On the other 

hand, there is no certainty, due to change and competition, that the contract may not end sooner or 

later (Richardson, 1972).   
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4.3 Analysis of the Customer Segments 
To prepare a long-term market plan, four basic questions should be asked (McKinsey & Company, 

2001). What is the main customer segment? Which customers will provide us with the next revenue 

streams? What is the difference between our offer and that of competitors? What market share and 

turnover can we expect? We used these questions in drawing our BCMs for customer segments with 

similar competence needs. See Appendix 1 and 3.  

4.3.1 Internal business model 

A&V mainly serves VC. More than *confidential* per cent of A&V’s work is for VC (i.e., A&V has one 

main customer segment in the automotive industry). The remaining *confidential* per cent of A&V’s 

work is for other car manufacturers and other automotive manufacturers. A&V’s work, however, is 

almost entirely for car manufacturers.  

 Critical issues for all car OEMs and development programmes are costs and lead times. This also 

includes the capacity that drives lead times and cost investments. In reality, car OEMs must hold 

their costs down and decrease the time to market for new cars so as to maintain and increase their 

current market share.  

A potential new customer for A&V is a car manufacturer that does not have the complete ability or 

capacity to fully support its own car programme development. For reasons related to cost, smaller 

car OEMs normally do not have the complex facilities needed for system testing. Hence, A&V, which 

has these facilities, has the potential to offer these companies test and verification services. 

Customers often need long-term, stable support and relationships that provide continuity for their 

car programmes, which can take several years depending on their size. It is here that A&V has a 

chance to sign long-term contracts for the use of its various test facilities. The situation is the same 

for new and developing car manufacturers. Because of the high investment costs (“entry ticket”) in 

building their own facilities, such manufacturers may consider outsourcing testing activities to an 

existing organisation.  

In the automotive business, all companies strive to reduce complete vehicle testing. The trend is 

towards virtual or system testing that can reduce both lead times and costs. Top of the line 

efficiency, which is essential for customers, includes reductions in lead times and the production of 

quality results. Customers therefore require improvements in methodology and other work-related 

procedures.  

4.3.2 Spinoff business model 

As a spinoff company, A&V could serve a wider range of customers in the automotive industry. The 

tests and verification activities performed today by A&V could also be made available for other car 

manufacturers. However, the best opportunity is mainly with new car manufacturers that lack 

complete or sufficient test facilities. Several opportunities are identified. One opportunity is to 

construct and build the facilities for managing qualified testing and verification. Another opportunity 

is to become a supplier of the testing and verification for the customers’ automotive programmes. 

For instance, Geely, the VC owner, is a potential customer if a "West Sweden" cooperation could be 

developed around testing that includes other stakeholders such as The Volvo Group, NEVS, and 

CEVT. A&V could also provide services to the non-automotive industry that needs support and 

competences for similar activities and problems. This industry includes manufacturers of garden 
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equipment, tractors, drones, aircraft, etc. For facilities management there is an opportunity to work 

for industries in the areas of pulp and paper, energy sector, chemicals, etc. Still another opportunity 

is to offer consulting services in measurement data management, including field data and climate 

testing.    

New customers are other non-car OEMs such as The Volvo Group, Scania, manufacturers of 

agriculture equipment and other small engine machines/vehicles. These manufacturers need 

emissions testing and test facilities such as proving grounds, rigs, climate tunnels, safety testing 

facilities, etc. Although some of these companies have complete facility parks, others do not. There is 

also a potential as far as methodology and work process because the car OEMs generally have more 

advanced technology and capabilities than others in the vehicle/engine industry. The reason is the 

very strong competition in the car industry. Potential customers will probably also require well-

working maintenance and facility processes. This means there is a potential expansion possibility for 

consulting services in the areas of facility construction and maintenance management. 

Potential customers for facility construction and maintenance are in the foundry, energy and forest 

industries. Companies that supply equipment to those industries are also potential customers. Both 

groups need test facilities and test environments or facilities, including machinery that A&V could 

provide. These industries are also under pressure to maintain their investment levels as low as 

possible. Furthermore, they are affected by new legislation in the area of emissions, etc. One 

customer segment of particular interest is the governmental/regulatory segment. An example is 

Swedish SKL (“Sveriges Kommuner och Landsting”), the energy entity that oversees maintenance and 

repair as well as more complex installations. 

Measurement and data management are increasing in every manufacturing area because of product 

complexity and legislation. Therefore, manufacturers need to improve their measurement capability 

and capacity. For some potential customers, it is difficult to finance the purchase of the highly 

specialised measurement equipment; they must rent the services this equipment can provide. Here 

is a potential customer segment for A&V. 

4.3.3 Conclusions 

 If A&V remains with VC, it can benefit from developing a market plan and focusing on acquiring new 

external customers. A&V today already serves some external customers. We think A&V has the 

potential to expand its customer segment to include other car OEMs who have the same core 

competences as VC.  A&V should investigate if it can expand to other brands and manufacturers in 

the industry. A&V’s services are well known and appreciated, and they produce a reasonable return.  

If A&V is spun off, three customer segments are of interest. First, there are possibilities to acquire 

more customers in the automotive industry through increased facility utilisation by VC’s owner, 

Geely if, for example, development cooperation is located in West Sweden. Second, a new customer 

segment may be the manufacturers of complex machinery installations with their related 

maintenance. Third, A&V may increase its customer segment through offering its measurement 

technology and data management to various automotive manufacturers. These manufacturers 

produce garden equipment, tractors, and other small engine vehicles including various airborne 

vehicles, electrical companies that require climate testing etc. The challenge for A&V as a spin off 

company is that its potential customers may be unaware of the services and/or value offered by 

A&V. These areas require more investigation. Contact with these customer segments is needed, 
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which means a market plan is required. As a spinoff company, it is also possible for A&V to increase 

the utilisation of its existing facilities (not fully utilised by VC and other car and automotive 

customers) by offering its competences to a broader customer segment.  

Knowledge about customers’ needs and problems originates with the customers. To acquire such 

customer knowledge, it is necessary to meet customers on a regular basis (Gummesson, 2002). The 

challenge for A&V as a spin off company is in maintaining current customers while finding new 

customers. A well-managed communication programme focused on marketing is required. Drucker 

(1954) states: "Because it is its purpose to create a customer, any business enterprise has two-and 

only these two-basic functions: marketing and innovation." To conclude, we recognize that the 

spinoff scenario has a great deal of potential. However, we also recognize that such a scenario 

requires significant effort. It also needs paying customers in other areas to cover initial costs.    

 

4.4 Analysis of the Channels 
In this section we investigate how A&V can reach customers. We also look at how A&V, as a spinoff 

company, could function. The baseline for this analysis is to determine how A&V can identify 

customers, describe the offerings and value it provides, and follow-up (post delivery) with its 

customers.  

4.4.1 Internal business model 

A&V today has a highly automated and integrated R&D process. This means that orders of test 

assignments are made through internal planning systems. Moreover, several work committees serve 

as the avenues for personal contacts in which tests assignments are discussed or co-created if the 

tests are non-standard. The Intranet at VC is used to contact A&V. The VC marketing division also 

arranges events at local sites, such as the crash test site and the wind tunnel, to market the services 

A&V offers. These events make A&V’s capacity and capabilities highly visible to both the R&D division 

and to VC as a whole. One person is responsible for handle incoming requests from external 

customers who are not at VC. These requests are mostly the result of historical customer and 

personal contacts.  

4.4.2 Spinoff business model 

As a spinoff company, A&V can use its personal contacts to build trustworthy, long-term 

relationships with potential customers. To help with the long-term plan to build an opportunity 

pipeline, the sales people need to use events, web-based explanations of the services, case studies, 

etc. We foresee that A&V would sell its services to decision makers, budget owners, problem owners, 

and excellence owners. To enter these markets, A&V needs to promote its technical competence, its 

ability to provide value, and its experience with technical execution of tests and verification. 

Different channels are needed to inform these owners and decision makers of how A&V can delivery 

value and about A&V’s history as a professional service provider.  

Moreover, because A&V is targeting the wide area of automotive manufacturers (tractors, buses, 

garden equipment, etc. in addition to cars) it is important that the sales people maintain close 

contact with individuals at customer organisations who have a key role in acquiring the kind of 

services A&V can provide. In this way, A&V can acquire needed knowledge about potential customer 

processes and needs, and also create learning possibilities in automotive areas other than cars.  
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In the areas of data management and facilities management A&V will be a new service provider. It 

will not be sufficient to have a track record, helpful as that is. Other companies with more experience 

and well established customer bases would challenge A&V’s entry into these areas. Entering this area   

will require a long-term effort. The first sale will be crucial to future success.  

4.4.3 Conclusions 

As an internal provider, mainly to VC, A&V is integrated with the VC processes. However, the 

potential exists to develop A&V’s business by presenting more customer events, reaching out to new 

customers, and making contacts that could generate new business. To convey the complexity of 

A&V’s services, personal contacts are very probably the best communication channel.  

As a spinoff company, A&V would need to build a completely new organisation that manages sales 

and marketing. Because A&V’s business originates currently within the internal organisation with 

automated test contracts, it would be a challenge for A&V to change this procedure and become 

more customer-oriented. This broader business perspective will also create challenges in offering 

test services to the broader automotive industry and in offering consultancy services in facilities 

management and data management. The learning curve will be steep if A&V is to seize these 

business opportunities. One specific challenge relates to long-term strategic marketing. Such 

marketing is essential for building the capabilities needed to be competitive (Doyle & Stern, 2006). In 

order to make this strategic change happen, it is vital that the A&V’s management team explain this 

new situation – to its people in the new organisation and to those outside the new organisation 

(Müllern & Stein, 1999). A well-structured communication programme, including a market-centred 

organisation, is needed to support the managerial activities that are connected to the spinoff and 

creation of new customers (Doyle & Stern, 2006; Van Riel, 1992). Van Riel proposes the following 

processes for developing a corporate communication programme.  

1 Identify the strong and weak points of the company including objectives, products, prices, 

consumers and business relations. 

2 Set marketing objectives. 

3 Set the communication budget. 

4 Allocate resources. 

5 Set into practice. Decide establish communication objective. Position communication. Choose 

message content and decide what media to use.  

6 Follow up.  

However, before moving ahead with this process, the definitions of the corporate identity (how the 

company is perceived internally) and corporate image (how the company is perceived externally) 

should be developed. The identity is mainly created by the behaviour of a company: how the 

company communicates, and which symbols it uses to manifest itself (van Riel, 1992). Dowling  

(1986) recommends a five-step model to create a corporate image. 

1 Figure out the image dimensions that are important for the company’s target groups. At the same 

time, map competitors’ image to find a relative position and room for manoeuvring. 
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2 Compare the needs of the target groups with the picture that has been developed and with the 

reality (how the organisation is) in order to communicate the right message. If the target groups 

need a trustworthy partner, create an image of such a company, in image and in reality. 

3 Explain the new policy and enable people to work with message in their respective roles.  

4 Decide on a corporate image programme, advertising, PR, changes in products and price, attitudes, 

visual symbols, and values and belief in the work force.  

5 Assess changes in sales patterns, perceptual mapping, staff turnover, consumer complaints, etc.  

Regardless of whether A&V remains an internal department or becomes a spinoff company, we think 

these steps will benefit the organisation. Even the internal business model requires some 

modifications in the work force.   

4.5 Analysis of the Activities 
In this section we analyse A&V’s activities using the two models of A&V as an internal department 

and A&V as a spinoff company. Fig. 2 summarises these activities.  

 

Figure 2. Schematic overview of the input, internal work, and output from A&V. 

4.5.1 Internal business model 

Fig. 2 lists A&V’s operational activities. These are all the activities A&V engages in as it fills VC’s test 

orders, presents results, data, and reports, and communicates with VC administration, internal 

customers, and other departments. A&V performs many of these activities with other VC internal 

departments or with various authorities, suppliers etc. 

The complexity in the daily testing will increase, especially because of the product complexity in 

software functionality, new legal requirements, and the continuous demand for operational 

efficiency. These activities present the same challenges, regardless of whether A&V is an internal 

department or a spinoff company. Challenges in complex testing and complex 

facilities/rigs/competence will increase.  
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There are many activities when A&V operates as an internal department supported by VC (e.g., HR, 

and Legal and Security). However, sales and marketing to customers are not priorities. The marketing 

of offers to external customers is not regarded as a core activity by A&V as an internal department.  

4.5.2 Spinoff business model 

If A&V becomes a spinoff company, many new activities must be set in motion. Securing delivery 

of test results and data plus reports, communications, and administrative issues require the same set 

up of activities as for the internal department. This includes facility maintenance of existing facilities. 

Thus the challenge is identify and develop new activities around HR, Legal and Safety, sales and 

marketing. In addition, the product portfolio should be adapted to the new business areas.  

As a spinoff company, A&V will increase its presence in the following areas: Marketing and customer 

analysis related to measurement, maintenance, and facility construction. Legal activities will increase 

with the full legal responsibility as a spinoff company. IT, HR, Finance (cost and revenue analysis) are 

activities that A&V will be more directly involved with. Internal efficiency will become even more 

critical because of the direct and clear relationship between costs and revenues. 

The complexity in the daily testing deliveries will increase, especially because of the product 

complexity in software functionality, the legal requirements, and the continuous demand for 

efficiency improvements. To some extent, these are the same challenges regardless if A&V remains 

an internal department or becomes a spinoff company. However, with the increase in the number 

and nature of its various activities, A&V will face more complexity as a spinoff company. Problem-

solving will present an especially challenging activity.  

4.5.3 Conclusions 

Many of A&V’s activities are the same in both models. These are the activities related to test 

performance, facility management, competence development, and maintenance. However, as a 

spinoff company, management of these activities becomes increasingly complex. In both models the 

activities relate to the new challenges of product complexity. One difference between A&V as an 

internal department and as a spinoff company is the pressure for greater efficiency. It is very 

important that all staff members have a mind-set that prioritizes high quality and lead times. On the 

other hand, given future demands for A&V’s services, we think this mind-set is necessary in both 

models.  

Each segment has its own efficiency culture and KPI’s. These factors should be considered if A&V is 

spun off. As a spinoff company, A&V’s various activities will increase in number and kind. Problems 

will arise in areas such as HR, IT, Finance, Legal and Security, and most importantly, marketing and 

sales. New contact networks will develop in the new customer areas of facility construction and 

management and maintenance. There will also be different cultures and requirements as far as 

facility and efficiency. This new knowledge/competence should be established and developed.  

4.6 Analysis of the Partners  
A&V has several partners that help it deliver value to customers. Interactions are defined in a buyer-

supplier dependent partnership or in a strategic alliance with a non-competitor. To be competitive in 

the future, A&V should attract coalition partners that can help build competences by adding 

complementary resources (Hamel & Prahalad, 1996).  
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4.6.1 Internal business model 

Today A&V has several partners who help it achieve its business goals. They are the suppliers of 

construction workers, tools, and machineries. VC also partners with A&V with its support in the  

areas of HR, IT, Legal and Security, and the attribute centre (requirements and test methods). A&V 

also has important cooperation/interaction with authorities (environmental, work-environment, 

emissions, etc.). And A&V has strategically important partners for certain testing facilities such as 

ASTA-Zero that provides capabilities for testing of active safety functionalities.   

4.6.2 Spinoff business model 

A&V as a spinoff company must retain the same partners it has in the internal model. The difference, 

however, is that A&V must manage HR, IT, Legal and Security, etc. by itself. A&V must manage the 

set-up configuration of cooperation, purchased services, etc. A sales and marketing department is 

also crucial. However, because the value proposition (knowledge) A&V offers is very specific. 

Knowledge must be developed internally rather than outsourced to external marketing consultants. 

4.6.3 Conclusions 

The partnerships required for both the internal and spinoff business models are similar. However, as 

a spinoff company, A&V must establish, develop, and maintain these supportive partnerships. One 

important partnership that is especially crucial is the cooperation with VC’s attribute centres. These 

centres are important for new business opportunities for A&V. As a spinoff company, A&V will also 

require partnerships to provide assistance in the areas of HR, IT, Finance, Legal and Security. 

However, A&V does not require a partnership for sales and marketing because this is A&V’s core 

competence.  

 

4.7 Analysis of the Resources 
In this section we identify the key resources A/V requires for the delivery of its value proposition in 

both business models.  

4.7.1 Internal business model 

Managing and developing a complete test facility park is a challenging task with a high degree of 
technical complexity and related construction work. Due to future challenges, there will be increased 
problem complexity in the following areas.  
 

1. Rig, set up, set ups, and test code application 
2. SW systems programming automation, active safety. 
3. HIL system and usage in test facility (HW/SW) 
4. Emissions measurement method/technology. 
5. Measurement technology & application 
6. Data management, Q-analysis 
7. Electrification 
8. Efficiency-Process & application 
9. System verification - Process and Tools 
10. Quality process 
11. Leadership, excluding at the CEO level. 

 
These competence areas must be further developed. A gap analysis of the competence levels at A&V 
mapped which competences will be needed in the future areas given the increased problem 
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complexity. This competence development process is on-going, but cannot be described in this 
report for reasons of confidentiality.  
 

4.7.2 Spinoff business model 

As a spinoff company, A&V will require development of some additional competence areas . Other 

competence areas must be added in order to deal with the increased complexity in problem solving.   

These areas are listed below. This will drive the need for competence development in the same 

related areas. Problem solving capability and its related competence in those areas will become 

critical for A&V as a spinoff company. 

 

 HR and staff administration 

 Marketing and sales 

 IT 

 Management 

 Legal and finance 
 
As a spinoff company, A&V must perform a significant competence turn around if it is to be 

competitive on the open market. This applies especially to the management of existing facilities and 

the gap in the new, management competence areas. This competence turn around will and must be 

a key activity at A&V. The competence profile was used in the matrix "Building and restructuring of 

core competencies" (See Appendices 4 and 5; also Hamel & Prahalad, 1996). The main questions are 

the following: "Which new problems and related competences do we need to protect and expand 

our current market?" and "Which markets can we develop to create new business with our existing 

problem solving capability and competence level?" 

 

According to Mintzberg (1972), an organisation consists of five basic parts: A strategic apex, a techno 

structure, a support staff, middle line supervision, and an operating core. See Fig. 3.  

 

In the analysis of A&V as an internal department and as a spin off company, various organisational 

issues surfaced. If Mintzberg’s model is developed, it is evident that many roles at A&V as a spinoff 

company must be developed to meet the new challenges of operating in an open market. In Fig. 3, 

the red circles identify the missing support staff. The figure confirms what has already been 

identified such as the lack of an entire marketing and sales department.  
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Figure 3. An overall view of resources needed for future growth as an overlay of Mintzberg’s organisational model.  

 
A&V today has VC as its primary customer. Analysis of the organisation chart reveals clearly the lack 

of a marketing and sales department. Furthermore, most staff functions are centralised at VC. This 

means that many support functions should be developed and included in the spinoff company. It will 

also be necessary to review the management competence levels and the increase in the facility 

utilisation. With new areas, customer segments, and products, A&V will also need to develop its 

problems solving skills related to adaptation and deployment of resources.   

 

A&V already has a strategy for developing new competences. The strategy was developed by the 

management team. This competence strategy with a turn around is important for the internal 

business model. However, it is also valid for the external business model, especially because of the 

additional competence development required for the broader customer segmentation in facility 

construction and maintenance management. This is especially important for customer segments in 

the non-automotive industries.  

 

The technology profile of the facilities today is state-of-the-art for some areas and competitive for 

others. Some facilities are joint ventures. These joint ventures must be maintained and new ones 

identified.   

 

A&V has a complete facility structure needed for car development that consists of its own facilities 

and its purchased services. Due to the future challenges, some facilities are more crucial than others. 

For the spinoff company, adaptations of facilities are crucial for new customer areas. This will affect 

A&V’s investment strategy. A&V should also recommend that an evaluation be made of the test 

facility configured to capture the business potential. As a consequence, some facilities may be closed. 

Others might be sold to free up more investment capital for use in other areas with more business 

potential. See the “stars” in the BCG matrix in Appendix 12. 

 

4.7.3 Conclusions 

The future challenges for the industry in which A&V operates are technology changes and new 

legislation. These challenges are the same in both models, at least as far as the car industry. A&V’s 

problem solving capability needs to increase so that it continues as its core competence.  

 

A major task will be to build up an organisation that is able to deliver services in the new business 

areas. These include facilities management, data management, and the addition of other automotive 

manufacturers such as companies that produce tractors, buses, garden equipment, drones, etc. The 

technology profile of these facilities currently is at the forefront in some areas and competitive in 

others. There are some facilities that have a history as stable joint ventures with other stakeholders.  

These joint ventures should continue and be further developed to add value to A&V’s offerings.  

 

If A&V becomes a spinoff company, there will be many challenges as far as technology and 

administrative personnel. Just the mere change and change process -- from VC employees to another 

entity’s employees -- require a massive and complex leap. In order to deliver the value proposition, 

A&V should retain those employees with core company knowledge rather than transfer them to VC. 

In addition, a strong marketing and sales department is needed. The support functions of Legal and 
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Safety, HR, and IT can be purchased externally or obtained through partnering with other 

stakeholders. Leadership competence is the essential factor in allocating resources to developing 

areas at the spinoff company.  

 

These future challenges will influence the investment strategy in both models. For the spinoff 

company, an even greater focus on the contribution from each facility is important. A thorough 

analysis of the investment strategy is recommended. This analysis is beyond the scope of this report.    

 

4.8 Analysis of Cost and Revenue Streams 
In this section we analyse A&V’s estimated cost and revenue streams for the two models. Table 2 

presents the areas of our analysis (numbers not shown for reasons of confidentiality). 

4.8.1 Internal business model 

As an internal department, A&V need only deal with a cost budget for its operations. The revenues 

from the few services it sells externally are recorded as a reduction in the cost budget. 

A&V has an internal pricing system in which internal rates are used. These rates are designed to 

cover the costs of the facilities for staff and maintenance. The rates are used for the internal project 

customers. For the few outside projects, A&V adapts its rates to the current market price. 

As an internal department, A&V supports VC’s internal programmes. It is difficult to increase sales to 

external customers. With an increase in facility utilisation, additional staff might be needed. Although 

the financial contribution from external customers and the possibility of signing more external, long-

term contracts can be justified, VC is unlikely to encourage such activities. The reason is that A&V’s 

main function is to support the internal VC car programmes. The approval to expand A&V’s business 

would seem to jeopardize the internal work. The R&D management team does not consider such 

external business a core A&V activity.   

4.8.2 External business model 

An analysis of estimated revenues and costs is needed for the model of A&V as a spinoff company. 

We consider cost efficiency potential in this analysis. Although there is a business case potential in 

the analysis, we recognise that a more thorough analysis should be conducted. However, owing to 

time limitations and confidentiality restrictions, we have not made this analysis for this report.   

There are two main alternatives for handle the existing facilities if A&V is a spinoff company. Sub-set 

variants within each alternative are not considered in this report. 

Alternative 1.  Facilities are owned by the new spinoff company 

 

The value of the facilities can be calculated by their “In use value” (market price and interest rate) or 

“Booked value” (according to financial assets). A disadvantage with this calculation is that there is a 

risk that the future customers will choose another supplier. A level of guaranteed volume from VC 

must be included in the calculation. A benefit is that responsibility and interfaces are specified, and 

the possibilities to expand into other automotive or non-automotive businesses increase. 

 

Alternative 2. Facilities remain under VC ownership. A&V rents the facilities from VC. 
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Rental costs would be calculated based on facility maintenance, investments, financial costs, and 

profit margins. Compared to Alternative 1, a disadvantage with Alternative 2 is the difficulty of 

expanding into the non-automotive business. Furthermore, there is no clear interface as far as 

investments, maintenance, etc. As a result, we believe that the negotiations on profit margins will be 

very difficult. 

 

Based on the possibility of expansion to new areas, we believe that Alternative 1 is the better choice 

for A&V as a spinoff company. This set up is used in this analysis. An analysis with a higher degree of 

details is needed to provide a solid result. Due to time limitations, we did not perform this analysis 

for this report. 

Estimated revenue streams for the two models: . 

1. Test facility and test missions. Due to the number of rigs, a simplified approach is used. Possibility 

of increasing utilisation and deliveries. 

2. Consultation on A&V requirements-driven process. Possibility of increases. 

3. Facility construction and new projects. 

4. New areas such as facility maintenance, external assignments, and measurement management 

(calibration, measurement assignments etc.). Possibility of increases.  

 

Estimated cost streams for the two models: 

1. The compilation of all the detail would be a major project. Therefore, in this short analysis, we 

have tried to present an overall picture that allows us to understand the major issues. For 

simplification, the costs of the operation today, which include costs of staff, facilities, 

depreciation, maintenance and purchases services, etc., are included in the estimated costs for 

the organisational areas needed by the spinoff company (HR, Finance, IT, Legal, Marketing, etc.). 

2. We also estimated the costs of additional organisational areas linked to the increased utilisation 

of the resources and prospects for competitive organisational growth.  

 

Estimated revenue potentials (rough relative 
figures) 

MSEK 

Facility and test services Confidential 
Facility maintenance Confidential 
Consultation in verification efficiency Confidential 
Measurement services Confidential 
Facility construction project consultation Confidential 

TOTAL Confidential 
Estimated costs as an external company  
Operation costs Confidential 
Added staff in business areas (IT, HR, Security, 
Finance, Legal, other) 

Confidential 

Added staff in facilities, maintenance (increased 
utilisation) 

Confidential 

Marketing for added business Confidential 
Other (supplies, transport, rents, etc.) Confidential 

TOTAL Confidential 
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Table 2. Estimated financial revenues and costs for an external business. Numbers not shown for reasons of confidentiality.  

4.8.3 Conclusions 

Expanding the A&V department internally would be a difficult task, even if our analysis indicates that 

such an opportunity exists. The reason is that the department is a resource for both VC and the R&D 

division. Any decision to add external projects to A&V could jeopardise current internal car 

programmes. According to the cost and revenue streams analysis, a business potential exists for the 

proposed action plan, but a through and detailed financial analysis is still recommended.  “Cash 

cows”, when the business is fully operational, could be the availability of facilities and the 

performance tests, See Appendix 12.  

5 Conclusions 
In this section we summarise our findings from the analysis of the BCM blocks and answer our 

research questions. For more details, see Section 4 and the Appendices. We conclude this section 

with recommendations for further analysis and exampled of implemented activities. 

 

Several major trends will affect the entire automotive industry. One trend is the demand for newer 

models, made available in shorter times. Another trend is the increase in technology for cars, 

especially in the driveline. A third trend is the new legislation on fossil fuel-based drivelines.  Thus, 

the cars produced by VC’s R&D division must be tested in order to meet all these demands and 

requirements. Presently, these activities are performed by the VC department, Analysis and 

Verification Environment (A&V). To meet future requirements on sustainability and digitalisation a 

focus on sharing investment costs and optimizing utilisation of automotive testing capabilities is 

necessary.  

 
Research questions 
 

First research question:  

Is there a potential to spin off the internal Volvo Car A&V department as an external company?   

 

Our analysis indicates that A&V as a spinoff company has the potential to succeed from a financial 

point of view. We see an opportunity for A&V to move into other related industries/markets in which 

it can sell advanced services. Such services include advanced facility construction, maintenance, 

measurement and data management expertise, tools and consulting competence.   

 

Second research question:  

If yes, how can this external company be organised so as to use its capabilities successfully in an 

open market?  

 

The Action Plan consists of several components. Two components are especially influential for 

achieving success; developing a strong marketing and sales organisation; and building a strong 

leadership group, with the necessary competences, that can facilitate the transition from an internal 

department to a spin off company.  
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ACTION PLAN 
1 Develop the value proposition and the marketing and sales organisation 
 
1a Develop the value proposition based on the following. 

Advanced facility construction, maintenance management, availability of complete a test facility set 

up, measurement and data management, and related equipment. 

 

Facilities for testing in the automotive industry: cars, trucks and other motorized items that require 

the same facility and similar competences. Examples are test facilities for emissions, alternative fuels, 

and drivelines, complex active safety environments, climate testing, proving grounds, etc.  

 

Measurement and data management solutions are areas that could be offered to various automotive 

and non-automotive customers. The same is true of facility construction and maintenance 

management, both of which have competence synergies as far as needed profiles in different 

businesses and in and outside the automotive industry. 

 

Efficiency and customer service are crucial with individually adapted customer solutions combined 

with a top of the line measurement and results accuracy. 

 

1 b Develop customer relationships and channels 

To develop new market opportunities in the automotive industry, facility construction, measurement 

technology, facility maintenance, etc. an outgoing sales team that can build a stable customer base is 

required.  

 

Market and customer competence is crucial for building long-term, trustworthy relationships. The 

main focus is on personal customer contacts that provide customer knowledge, both in terms of 

increasing A&V’s problem solving capability and knowledge of its customer processes.  

 

1c Analyse customer segments and geographic locations 

Begin to segment the market, keeping the competence core in the automotive industry for cars, 

trucks, buses, and agriculture vehicles.  

 

Identify other markets with similar needs for competence and complex facilities, measurement and 

data management, and maintenance needs. These could be, for example, the process industry 

cluster on the Swedish West Coast with large installations or the energy industry sector, etc. 

 
1 d Develop existing partnerships and create new partnerships with key stakeholders of the 

business 

Important partners are the VC attribute centres for methods and the important partnership 

interaction with VC.  

 

Other important partners are suppliers of special facilities such as ASTA that provides the proving 

grounds for active safety testing.  
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In some cases, partnerships with suppliers of IT, HR and, Security and Legal competences might be 

necessary. 

 

Sign a long-term contract with VC to bridge the first crucial years as a new spin off business. This 

would create a base for a smooth transition to a separate company, benefitting both VC and A&V. 

 

 

2 Leadership and competence development  

2a Activities and Resources 

Maintain the future competence profile for automotive testing, including, for example, a 

competence shift in software (SW), Hardware in the Loop (HIL) and electrical competence, etc. Also 

included is the application of the existing competence profile partially adapted for the new market 

areas. 

 

Maintain competence for several new organisational areas such as marketing, HR, Legal, Finance, IT, 

and Security. Identify the core activities and where they can be purchased.  

 

The marketing and sales knowledge requires insights into customer needs. Adaptations of A&V’s 

services to customer needs are crucial. This needs to be developed internally or obtained externally.  

 

Efficient and well-documented responsibilities and work procedures are important and must be 

further developed. 

 

Efficiency and customer service is crucial and must be further emphasized in the organisational 

culture. This is an important aspect of the managerial and leader mind-set  (Management team). One 

important part of efficiency is to fully utilise the facility park. Marketing and facilities must find the 

mix that that produces the most revenue.  

 

The Action Plan needs to be further broken down into more details and responsibilities. Fully 

implemented, it covers the main areas and important combinations. More details can be found in 

Section 4 and in the Appendices.  

 
One important factor, for achieving success with a spinoff company, is management and leadership. 

Success is very much linked to the consistency in driving and leading the improvement plan for each 

activity. The leadership skills needed to fully develop the business, staff, and facilities are a major 

part of the future challenges related to the competence profile (Management team). This is also an 

important element of existing competence strategy.  

 

There is a potential for A&V to succeed financially as a spinoff company based on the analysis of the 

cost and revenue streams. This analysis should be developed taking asset management and market 

potential into consideration. One major issue is signing a long-term contract with VC and other OEMs 

such that utilisation produces a satisfactory revenue stream. Here it is worth mentioning the 

automotive cluster in the Västra Götalands region. In the last decade, this cluster declined owing to 

the shutdown of SAAB Automobile. However, recently a change in this trend is observable with the 
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establishment of CEVT and NEVS. This is an opportunity that might have business potential for A&V 

as a spinoff company.  

 

The initial years of a spin off company are probably the most critical. Implementation activities such 

as competence turn around, market plans, culture development, leadership, etc. must begin 

immediately for the spun off A&V. This is normally a long-term process that depends strongly  on 

management attitude and focus (Management team).  

 

Recommendations for the future 

 

The time limitation of this project has been a constraint. We acknowledge that because of the 

business size and complexity, some areas require further investigated before a decision is taken.  

 

There are many other issues to consider when deciding on the future of A&V. These issues are the 

financial risks, politics, competence, emotions, etc. Those issues should also be evaluated from a VC 

perspective.   

 
Furthermore, we recommend that a more in-depth market analysis be conducted. The analysis in this 

report only reveals A&V’s potential on the market. However, this potential should be further broken 

down into customer segments, regions, offerings, etc.  

 

A more detailed and rigorous financial analysis is needed with respect to the transfer of facilities and 

assets to A&V as a spinoff company. This analysis includes financial risks, potentials for external 

cooperation with other partners, and joint ventures with other companies or institutions.  

 

Activities implemented in the A&V organisation that add value in the internal organisation set up 

 

Next we list some activities we discovered in working with our research questions. These activities 

have been, or are being, implemented by A&V.  

 
1. The existing competence strategy is further developed as a structured, long-term “Pragmatic 

Competence Turn Around Model”. This model, which has evolved through practical work in 

various organisations, was finally developed in 2014-2015. While the methodology is not 

connected to this project, findings on critical competence have emerged with its use. 

 

2. There is now an updated strategy creation process for the A&V management team that follows 

the process described in this report. This has increased management’s involvement in building 

strategy content and creating action plans for business and organisational development 

(objective process). 
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Appendix 1 Business Canvas Modelling - internal and external 

business models 
BUSINESS CANVASES 

 INTERNAL BUSINESS MODEL SPINOFF BUSINESS MODEL 

VALUE 
PROPOSITION 

AUTOMOTIVE CARS 
Internal customer 
Clients need to test the requirements of the developed 
automotive products to analyse if desired specifications 
are met.  
We offer quality secured test results at the right time, with 
the right budget and to specified requirements.  
A&V provides test facilities and tools for testing. 
Moreover, we know how to combine the test facilities and 
tools to perform efficient testing that achieves quality rest 
results. 
NON AUTOMOTIVE 
Customer *confidential* needs access to test facilities.  
We offer *confidential* a lease contract on test facilities.    

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY (Cars, trucks, construction 
equipment, buses, mopeds, motorcycles, agricultural, 
drones, and garden equipment) 
Clients need to test the requirements of the developed 
automotive products to analyse if desired specifications 
are met.  
We offer quality secured tests results at the right time, 
with the right budget and to specified requirements.  
We offer a complete test and validation cycle for our 
clients that optimises cost efficient solutions in test 
logistics according to clients’ needs.   
A&V provides test facilities and tools for testing. 
Moreover, we know how to combine the test facilities 
and tools to perform efficient testing that achieves 
quality rest results. 
Offer specifications and requirements for handling at the 
client organisation where the business offer services for 
process development for analysis and verification 
(BRAVE).  
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SUCH AS CONSTRUCTION 
AND MAINTENANCE 

We offer unique knowledge in test equipment and 
coordination for the test set-up needed for the 
construction of test and lab facilities.  
We offer unique knowledge and proactive maintenance 
support of complex facilities and machinery that ensures 
minimal production loss.  
MEASUREMENT EXPERTISE 

We offer expertise in the field of measurement.  

CUSTOMER 
SEGMENTS 

AUTOMOTIVE CARS 
Internal customer 
Power train engineering  
Attribute centres  
Chassis, body & trim  
External 
*confidential* 
NON CAR AUTOMOTIVE 
*confidential* 

 

AUTOMOTIVE CARS 
Existing 
Volvo Cars and*confidential* 
Opportunities 
Geely, and other brands that may not have complete test 
facility set-ups. 
NON CAR AUTOMOTIVE  
Existing 
*confidential* 
Opportunities 
Tractors, garden machinery, other trucks,  
drones, and aircraft modelling 
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SUCH AS CONSTRUCTION 
AND MAINTENANCE 
Process industries such as oil, chemical, pulp and paper, 
and energy 
MEASUREMEMT DATA MANAGEMENT 
Field data management and climate testing for the 
electronics industry, 

CUSTOMER 
RELATIONSHIPS 

- Automated service serves the major part of the internal 
clients.  
- Customer service serves some clients that need standard 
testing.  
 - Personal assistance maintains external client 
relationships.  
- Co creation with internal clients to create non 
standardised tests.  
 

- We need to build a strong brand for clients outside of 
the automotive area through marketing activities. 
- Relationship building activities to advance customer 
knowledge, identify needs, suggest solutions, explain 
value propositions, contract management of production, 
before and after initial sales.  
- Customer service serves some clients who need 
standard testing.  
 - Personal assistance maintains external client 
relationships.  
- Co creation with internal clients to create non 
standardised tests.  

CHANNELS 1 Awareness- web, events 
2 Evaluation - Personal contacts. 
3 Purchase - The process for ordering test is integrated 
and automated in the overall R&D process.  
4 Delivery -  

1 Awareness - web, customer events, information mailed, 
references, case studies, direct sales.  
2 Evaluation – Direct sales, key account mgt. personal 
contacts, customers events. 
3 Purchase – Contract management. 
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5 After Sales – Return test response by automated 
systems, personal visits. 

4 Delivery – Data report, personal visits, co-operation 
with client.  
5 After Sales – Personal support in analysing the report 
data. Key accounts that follow the client process in 
further development.  

ACTIVITIES Production – We produce test data (results) through 
building new facilities, maintaining  facilities ,and building 
knowledge on how to produce tests.   
Problem solving –Specific test measurement requirement, 
calibration, measurement expertise and support.   

Production  
We produce test data and results. 
Legal interaction. 
Data network set-up.  
Building new facilities and maintaining new and old 
facilities.   
Problem solving – Planning and logistics. Coordination of 
software and hardware.   
Knowledge management of how to perform complex 
tests.  
Platform/network 
Marketing activities such as building the brand  
Sales such as business development 
HR, financial, IT and legal knowledge 

RESOURCES Physical - manufacturing facilities, rigs, tools, software for 
testing, and software for order management. 
Intellectual – proprietary knowledge, VC brand specific 
requirements connected to brand image.  
Human – extensive knowledge of test performance, 
programme competence, risk management of test quality, 
and all legal support related to the environmental 
regulations, contracts, and investments.  
 

Physical - manufacturing facilities, rigs, tools, software for 
testing, software for order management. 
Intellectual – proprietary knowledge, Volvo brand specific 
requirements connected to brand image.  
Human – extensive knowledge in test performance, 
programme competence, risks management of test 
quality, contract, investment, software and hardware 
engineering knowledge, sales and marketing, HR, legal 
and IT.   
Product analysis team (e.g., to House A).  

PARTNERS NCC - construction work 
PEAB –  
Etteplan –  
SP 
AVL - Suppliers of rigs 
IAVF - product life time testing in rigs 
General supplies 

Byggnadsnämnden  

Miljöskydd  

Test tools –  

Measurement tools – Kratzer 
Ipetronic 
LMS 
Horriba – 
Labour Affairs 
Legal 
Volvo Cars IT 
Volvo IT -  

NCC - construction work 
PEAB –  
Etteplan –  
SP 
AVL - Suppliers of rigs 
IAVF - product life time testing in rigs 
General supplies 
Byggnadsnämnden  
Miljöskydd  
Arbetsmiljöverket  
Test tools –  
Measurement tools – Kratzer 
Ipetronic 
LMS 
Horriba – 
Volvo IT - support   
 

COST Facilities costs including maintenance. 
Rigs, tools ,and software. 
General supplies. 
Labour costs (six hundred people).  
 

Facilities costs including maintenance, rigs (incl. software) 
,and tools. 
Shift in competence towards software, programming, set 
up of complex virtual rigs.  
General supplies. 
Labour costs (currently six hundred people).  
Plus the following to support the organisation: 
 - Sales and marketing department (6 people + expenses) 
 - HR and legal (4+2 people) 
 - IT (15 people) 

REVENUE 
STREAMS 

Only internal customer rents test facilities with adequate 
capacity and capability and quality. An example, test track 
that clients can access when they need, support in setting 
up test equipment and supplying the correct asphalt 
required for doing the specified test.    
Contract with *confidential* for long-term use of proving 
ground facilities. 
“Old” contract/verbal agreements from long-term 
relationships with former owners (FORD). 

New external customer segments and external hourly 
rates 
Automotive 
Test and validation services. Data gathering about use 
environment from complete vehicle to 
system/component level. Reports.  
Customer rents test facilities with adequate capacity and 
capability and quality. An example, test track according 
specified test specification.    
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Internal clients are invoiced per internal hour rates.  Contract for long-term usage for proving ground facilities. 
Facilities management 
Complex construction assignments that include 
hydraulics, electronics, mechanics.  
Proactive maintenance support for securing optimal 
production over time, and maintenance of a long 
technical life time.   
Competence in the use of practical management systems 
ISO 14000, OSHAS 18000, ISO 9000, etc.   
Measurement Data Management 
 
Measurement data assignments and data management. 
Example, brake temperatures in Iceland. 
Renting of measurement equipment. Consultancy within 
data management.  
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Appendix 2 Main deliveries from A&V 
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Appendix 3 Analysis of Premier Plus 10 for A&V 
 
In this analysis a strategy is used to secure the survival of a spinoff analysis and verification company 

(A&V at VC) that is one of the “Premier 10” in the automotive-testing industry. See Figure 1. One aim 

of the analysis is to identify the prerequisites for a “Premier10” company that can protect its current 

market. Due to some limitations, the focus is mainly on developing competences and organisation. 

The analysis deals with how A&V can be competitive in the current and future global markets in the 

automotive testing industry. 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Model for analysing business expansion potentials (Hamel & Prahalad, 1996) 
 
Business trends 
Customer demands and technological development drive a trend in which more and more software 

features are built into cars. The reason may be that customers wants to connect their 

communication devices with the car or that the functions of the car depend more and more on 

software. To satisfy these customer demands, A&V must develop complete competences related to 

software, programming and functionality for cars. However, A&V must also develop the competence   

to reproduce this environment in test facilities. Examples include emissions and active safety areas. 

This is an important factor for increasing system testing instead of complete vehicle testing. 

 

Increased product complexity also drives a need for organisational development in the VC R&D 

division, (of which A&V is a department). Improvements in organisation, data gathering processes, 

and new measurements technologies are required. This means that measurement and data 

management will continue to grow in complexity. 

 

Emissions testing and power train propulsion testing will increase rapidly. Such testing is mainly 

driven by legislation and regulations. This in turn will trigger the need for power train testing capacity 

including a push for new or improved complex testing facilities and more methods development. The 

systems testing and power train testing for complete vehicle testing are very costly. Investments in 
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facilities for climate testing, wind and high altitude testing, etc. are also increasing for all OEMs. 

Because the car industry is highly competitive, there is also a continuous focus on efficiency. The 

A&V management team works with quality, lead times, work procedures, processes, and utilisation 

to make the most from its investments.  

 

Competitor analysis 

Other OEMs are A&V’s major competitors. They, too, have complete facility parks, competences and 

methodologies for developing systems testing ability, especially in power train testing. However, 

normally these OEMs do not offer their expertise and facilities on the open market. Methods and 

special working procedures are normally considered strategic, confidential information. The industry 

is wary of revealing the strategic features of their products. However, OEMS may offer non-strategic 

expertise and facilities to the external market. Externals companies such as McKinsey also sell 

process and work procedures development support.  

 

The main competition is in the power train testing area. A&V has several competitors such as AVL 

and FEV. These companies have high quality power train testing facilities and a high level of 

efficiency and knowledge in the software measurement and emissions areas. They have a global 

presence and are responsive to automotive and other trends.  

 

A&V must increase its efficiency and utilisation as a spinoff company if it is to be competitive. The 

important competitive areas on the open market relate to competence in software, Hard Ware in the 

Loop, and automation. These competences, combined with complex facilities that enable system 

verification and the ability to reduce complete vehicle use in power train testing, will be success 

factors. 

 

Customer analysis 

In order to understand the complex market of testing and verification, a Business Canvas Model 

(BCM) tool was used. The main results from the BCM tool are presented here. 

 

The most critical development factors for all automotive OEMs are costs and lead times. This also 

includes the capacity that drives lead times and increases cost investments. In reality, OEMS must 

keep costs down as they introduce new cars to the market ever more rapidly in order to protect and 

possibly increase their market shares. 

 

OEMs want to minimize their investments. Therefore, if possible, they purchase work tasks on the 

open market. Potential customers for A&V as a spinoff company are car manufacturers. Some car 

companies lack complete facility parks or the capacity to fully support their car programme 

development. Smaller car OEMs, for cost reasons, normally do not have the complex facilities needed 

for systems testing. A potential exists to offer those companies testing and verification services.  

 

Customers often require long-term, stable support and relationships that ensure continuity in car 

programmes, which can take several years to complete, depending on their size. In such cases, a 

possibility for signing long-term contracts for various test facilities exists. The situation is the same 

for new and aspiring car companies. Because of the high cost of building their own facilities, these 

customers may prefer to outsource to an existing organisation. 
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All companies in the automotive industry try to reduce complete vehicle testing and instead conduct  

virtual testing to reduce lead times and costs. Top of the line efficiency that includes lead times and 

quality results is essential for customers (i.e., customers need improvements in methodology and 

work-related procedures). For a spinoff company, offerings can be methodology and process 

development and implementation. The spinoff company can combine these offerings with offers of 

test facilities for verifying complete vehicle development programmes. 

 

Customer relationships must be conducted using a transparent and forward-driven communication 

approach. From a strategic and competitive perspective, company behaviour, attitude, and 

atmosphere are important for building the A&V brand and culture. A comparison can be made with 

retail car sales where it is important to retain customers through the formation of long-term 

relationships. It is important for A&V to create trust also by building long-term relationships and 

establishing long-term, personal contact with customers. In addition, potential customers should be 

invited to visit company workshops and other sites to see, in real time, A&V’s abilities, capacity, and 

culture of quality. Furthermore, A&V needs to acquire a deep understanding of the customers’ 

testing and processing requirements so that tailor-made solutions can be offered. Customers, many 

of whom have a worldwide presence, need a convenient process for managing their test objects and 

for interacting with their own R&D capabilities. For customers that only buy capacity, A&V should 

offer transport for test objects and test results, to and from the test facilities. For customers that 

need both methodology and capacity, A&V should work closely with their daily activities in a positive 

and cooperative manner. 

 

To survive on the open market as a spinoff company, A&V requires highly competent staff. This 

requirement affects the entire value chain, from contacts with clients, to planning discussions, to 

contract management, to stakeholder management, to project management, to quality 

management, and to production of tests, results, and reports, etc. This competence is also an 

important contributor to the internal efficiency necessary to be competitive on the open market. For 

instance, the major shift from performing representative testing of car sub-systems to complete 

vehicle testing requires a major shift in the competence level of A&V’s staff. In part, this competence 

may be purchased from the VC attribute centres. This purchased competence, combined with A&V’s 

core competence, means that a complete test and analysis offer/product is available. The same is 

true for some other facilities. One example is the VC active safety testing area, ASTA. Today VC’s 

cooperation with this facility makes a new investment in such a facility unnecessary. A&V can, 

however, use the facility in combination with its own competences 

 

Utilisation of resources 

Many facilities operate with single eight-hour shifts. Some facilities have sixteen-hour utilisation and 

a few have 24/7 utilisation. For reasons of confidentiality, detailed facts on staffing are not presented 

in this Appendix. As a spinoff company, A&V must increase its utilisation. This may mean an increase 

in shifts plus as much use of automation technology as possible. 

 

One potential improvement area is the power train testing. This area, which is presently considered a 

bottleneck for the entire automotive industry, needs to be one hundred per cent efficient. To do this, 

the management team should work with operational excellence in maintenance schedules to 
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maintain the facility park’s good condition. This includes processes that schedule maintenance 

stoppages so that loss of production is as low as possible. These two important parts are valid for the 

entire facility park. As a spinoff company, it is important that the market organisation secures 

sales/orders to fully utilise the facility park. In the competence and organisational set-up, a sales and 

marketing department is essential.   

 

In A&V’s current operations the potential for increased facility utilisation with shift implementation 

exists. However, this is initiated by the internal customer(s) in VC. If there are no benefits or 

insufficient assignments, the facilities cannot be used to their maximum potential. 

 

Core competences 

A&V as an VC internal organisation. A number of problems require solutions if A&V is to manage and 

develop a complete test facility park. A skilled workforce is needed because of the increased problem 

complexity in the following areas:  

 

1. Rig, set-up, and test code application 
2. SW systems programming automation, active safety. 
3. HIL system and usage in test facility (HW/SW) 
4. Emissions measurement method/technology. 
5. Measurement technology & application 
6. Data management, Q-analysis 
7. Electrical High Voltage 
8. Efficiency-Process & application 
9. System verification - Process and Tools 
10. Quality process (BMS, etc.) 
11. Leadership, excluding the CEO level. 
 
A gap analysis was made for the competence levels of A&V, which was compared to future needs 

given the expectation of increased problem complexity. To understand the actual competence shift 

for the employees, each role in the organisation must be seen to have its own t competence 

configuration. For example, a rig test engineer must have competences in software, rig facility 

knowledge, and test codes. The gap identified is the number of roles/positions that must have a 

configuration with a higher level of competence.  

 

Because A&V presently has VC as its main customer, A&V lacks marketing and sales expertise. 

Furthermore, many staff functions today are centralised in VC. This means that many support 

functions today should be developed and included in the spinoff company. Due to the increased 

complexity in problem-solving, a new competence level should be developed that can manage the 

facility utilisation. Therefore, as a spinoff company, A&V would require competence in the following 

areas:  

 
1. HR and staff administration 
2. Marketing and sales 
3. IT 
4. CEO management 
5. Legal and finance 
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As a spinoff company, A&V must undergo a significant competence turn around to ensure its future 

competitiveness on an open market. This turn around applies to the management of existing facilities 

as well as to the new required competence areas. This competence turn around will (and must be) a 

key activity at A&V as a spinoff company. 

 
SWOT 
In this analysis, we present brief descriptions of the main identified areas.  
 
Strengths: 

 Have high competence spearheads (although still too few) in software, Hardware in the Loop 
(HIL), Test-set up, automation, and power train testing. 

 Complete vehicle testing competence, including support of complete car programme 
development. 

 Facility management competence, including investment and construction competence.  

 A complete facility park that supports complete car programme development and a very 
good power train testing ability. This includes the complex facility needed to perform system 
testing combined with additional capacity potential.  

 Flexible and positive relationship-building ability and a positive mind-set in the organisation. 

 System testing ability, methodology, and process development. 
 
Weaknesses: 

 Efficiency in a well-working planning system. 

 Utilisation of the facility park (utilisation could be increased). 

 Complete competence level (more spearheads), software, Hardware in the Loop (HIL), test 
automation, and set-up. 

 Sufficient competence levels, including spearhead levels in marketing and customer 
knowledge, IT, legal, and CEO knowledge and experience. 

 
Opportunities: 

 Global increase in need for power train testing, mainly due to legislation. 

 The complete ability in the facility park to support car programme development. 

 Potential to increase utilisation and efficiency in existing facilities. 

 Investments have been made in developing complex facilities for system testing within PT 
testing. 

 Combine facility offer with method and process support. 
 
Threats: 

 More complex cars drives more complex testing that, in turn, drives complex facilities that 
require a higher competence level to operate; not enough people with some spearhead 
knowledge carriers. 

 Difficulties in finding needed competence levels in the market place. 

 Market and customer competence built in a very short time. 

 Other car OEMs with complete facility parks starts have begun to offer method and process 
development  

 
Conclusion 
Based on this analysis of A&V as a spinoff company that aims to be competitive in the future as a top 

test supplier segment (“Premier 10”), the following strategy plan is critical for A&V. 

 
1. Competence development and turn around 
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2. Efficiency development 
3. Marketing of product portfolio 

a. Test facilities and test assignments complete and partial offers. 
b. Measurement expertise and equipment management. 
c. Method and process improvements, combined with test facilities. 

 
The first step in becoming a spinoff company is to establish the complete organisation, including all 

supporting staff needed succeed.  

 
Competence development and turn-around 

Aim: Establish the needed competence level by setting in motion a cutting edge competence 

development and turn-around process. The aim is to acquire the needed competence to develop and 

operate the facility park, including the method and process development. The competence in 

problem solving in power train testing must also be ensured to allow the organisation to perform 

world class testing and verification. Core competences necessary for company administration can be 

recruited or acquired externally. This also includes a management administration suitable for a 

spinoff company. 

 

Efficiency development 

Aim:  Increase profits through increased utilisation of the complete facility park. Efficiency 

improvement is needed to be competitive as a spinoff company, especially in the power train testing 

area because of the future potential and the future challenges. This utilisation must be in tune with 

the marketing strategy of identifying customer and areas in which the company can meet customer 

demands, build long-term business relationships, and increase profits. An efficiency strategy requires 

timely  delivery of test assignments of the right quality.  

 

Marketing of product portfolio 

Aim: Establish a market organisation. This organisation will focus on building deep customer 

knowledge through long-term relationships.  Tailor made solutions for customers are essential. 

According to the “Boston Matrix,” the test facilities, test assignments, and measurement services are 

the company’s “cash cows”. The methods and process offerings are still a “question-mark,” but they 

may become profitable if they are combined with the facilities that customers want. 
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Appendix 4 Analysis of White spaces for A&V   
A spinoff company must seek find maximum profit potential. This is the motivation for the following 

analysis that addresses this question: Which new products, markets, or services can A&V create by  

imaginatively redeploying or recombining its current core competencies and abilities? 

 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Model to find business development potentials (Hamel & Prahalad, 1996) 
 
The first step in identifying potential business areas for A&V is to review the industries that have the 

same competences A&V has. Those industries offer A&V the possibility of entering new markets and 

expanding its operations by leveraging its existing competences and facilities. It is important to 

remember that the main competence areas of A&V are measurement equipment and method 

development, facility construction, commissioning, maintenance organisation of processes, (water, 

fuel, gas), and electrical, electronic, and mechanical processes. As an internal VC department, A&V’s 

abilities are not offered to the external market because they are adapted to VC’s requirements. As a 

spinoff company, A&V’s competences have business potential. 

 

Potential new business areas and markets that match A&V existing core competences are the 

following: . 

 Requirement and verification methodology and process improvements for other automotive 
non-car industry. NOTE: this in conjunction with the A&V facility offer. 

o Truck OEMs 
o Agriculture tractors 
o Garden machinery industry, lawns, etc. 

 For all customers, such as AB Volvo (Volvo Trucks, Volvo Buses, Volvo Penta, Volvo 
Construction Equipment, Trucks), Scania, universities, and other governmental agencies: 

o Test facility maintenance 
o Measurement calibration 
o Measurement expertise and support 
o Data administration 
o Field data measurement and analysis set up process 

 Facilities and test assignments for the agriculture industry (e.g., tractors). 
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 Facilities and test assignments for the drone industry – mainly climate and environment 
testing 

 Facilities and test assignments for the electronic industry, such as climate testing (sun, wind, 
moisture, temperature, etc.) 

 Investment assignments for the foundry industry -- Gothenburg, Stenugnsund offer 
investment assignments as complete projects from start to finish. More complex facilities 
than the buildings (combination of SW, HW, pneumatics, hydraulics, electrical, fuel 
installations, mechanical, etc.) 

 Process maintenance set-up for the foundry industry -- Gothenburg, Stenugnsund offer 
process maintenance set-up. 

 Field and customer data measurement for the non-car industry—to include processes.. 

 Consulting services to other industries/companies.  A&V has deep environmental (ISO 
14 000) knowledge and experience with processes.  

 
These areas are outside the car industry. In order to develop up-to-date strategy for these areas, the 

analysis set-up for “Premier 10” is used. The focus shifts to those new areas in terms of new 

competitors, customers, and a market differentiated from the automotive industry and car products.   

A&V already has important competences for the Premier 10 scenario that can be the core for 

developing new markets, “White spaces”, with the addition of “facility construction” and 

maintenance. The process for the complete competence development will be similar to the process 

needed to achieve “Premier 10”. 

 

Next a brief complementary analysis for the new business areas related “Premier 10” is presented. 

The analysis follows the same pattern used for “Premier 10”. 

 

Business trends analysis 
The new business areas (see above) follow trends that are similar to those in the “Premier 10” 

analysis. For example, in the motor-related industries the increase in product complexity, the need 

for information, emissions testing, and measurement complexity drive the competence 

development. This, in turn, drives the increase in measurement and data and the need for 

information and test facilities that can manage the new requirements and new legislation. In general, 

the test facilities also increase in complexity, which then increases the demand for higher 

competence levels in the facility construction area. The trend is the same in the maintenance area. 

 

Competitor analysis 

Main competitors are the same as In the “Premier 10” analysis. Their potentially strong offer could 

also be available in other, non-car automotive areas. For the new areas, some main competitors will 

be companies that deliver complete complex facilities with buildings, mechanical equipment, 

HW/SW functionality, hydraulics, and pneumatics combined with measurement and information 

systems. Some examples of global competitors are the following: ABB, NCC, Johnsson, etc. The 

internal test facility activities at AB Volvo and Scania may also be competitors. It is possible that 

these activities could be purchased, utilising synergies and offering competitive alternatives that 

would meet AB Volvo’s and Scania’s testing needs. 

 

Customer analysis 

New customers are other non-car OEMs such as AB Volvo, Scania, agriculture tractors manufacturers, 

and similar engine manufacturers, all of which require emissions testing, test facilities such as 
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proving grounds, rigs, climate tunnels, safety testing, etc. Some companies have complete facility 

parks while others do not. There is also potential for growth as far as methodology and work process 

because the car OEM’s tend to be at the forefront of the vehicle industry owing to the very strong 

competition in the car industry. These customers also need well working maintenance processes; 

such processes could be an area for future expansion in facility construction and maintenance. 

 

Customers in facility construction and maintenance are in the foundry, energy and forest industries. 

Other customers are suppliers of equipment to those industries. All these customers need test 

facilities and test environments that A&V could provide. These industries also are under pressure to 

maintain their investments at as low levels as possible. Thus, there is a potential when new 

legislation drives the need for such test facilities. One customer segment of interest is the 

governmental authority in the various regions such as Swedish SKL “kommuner och Landsting”. 

These customers require maintenance and repair as well as more complex installations. 

 

Measurement and data management is an area that is increasing in every area due to an increased 

product complexity and legislation. Customers need to improve their measurement capability and 

their capacity with measurement equipment. For some customers, because it is difficult to find a high 

utilisation rate for special measurement equipment, they have to lease or rent this service. This is a 

potential area for A&V. 

 

A&V already has a plan for developing new competences – the complementary work previously 

performed for “Premier 10”. The competences crucial for “Premier 10” would also be crucial for the 

new market areas, “White spaces”, with one addition, “facility construction”. The difference will be 

the shift from an internal regular competence to a core competence for the offerings to the external 

global market. The broad customer segments in facility construction and maintenance require 

competences to solve new problems, especially in facility management in non-automotive segments. 

A new competence profile must be created if A&V is to compete successfully in those segments.  

 

Utilisation of resources 

The necessity for for maximum utilisation of the facilities is the same with or without “White spaces”. 

One difference is the potential for a new pricing strategy (at a higher level). One important success 

factor is the synergy potential in maximizing overall equipment utilisation. This report does not 

address this topic, but it should be investigated more thoroughly. The new businesses in “White 

spaces” can support an increase in the utilisation of existing test facilities if it has not already been 

achieved using the strategy of “Premier 10”. Emission, climate, and safety testing are the focus areas. 

 

Utilisation of the proving ground test facilities could be increased.. Due to the general trend in the 

car industry to reduce complete vehicle testing, this would free up capacity that could be offered to 

other customers. Facility and maintenance have the potential to combine internal and external work 

load variations in a beneficial way as far as staff and work synergies. If successful, this would make it 

possible to balance the work force and reduce lower staff variation, which is less costly.  

 

Core competence 

Regarding competences, A&V already has a plan for developing new competences. The competences 

identified as important in the complementary work performed for “Premier 10,” will also be 
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important for the new market areas, “White spaces,” with one addition, facility construction. The 

difference will be the shift from an internal demand that is not a core competence to a core 

competence that must be competitive on the external global market. The process for the complete 

competence development plan will be similar to “Premier 10”. This includes marketing/sales, IT, HR, 

etc.  

 

SWOT 

The results from the SWOT analysis are similar to the results from the “Premier 10” SWOT. For 

example, in both models competence development and efficiency development are essential. This 

includes market competence for new customers and areas outside the automotive industry. The   

SWOT analysis below adds the “White spaces” to the “Premier 10” SWOT. 

 

 

Strengths: 

 Competence 

 Strong competence and experience in facility construction 

 Competence and experience in maintenance of processes, electrical and mechanical in a 
24/7 business 

  Strong measurement expertise, and data and equipment management 
 

Weaknesses: 

 Lack of efficiency in a well working planning system 

 Lack of efficiency in the maintenance organisation with the potential for improvement (from 
internal to external) 

 Little experience from customer management, including sales and deliveries in new markets. 
 
Opportunities: 

 Global increase in emissions and propulsion machinery testing; also in the non-car industries. 

 The complete ability in facility parks to support car programme development; also to a large 
extent, applicable or partly applicable to other businesses. 

 The potential to increase utilisation and efficiency in existing facilities with contributions 
from new areas. 

 The potential to offer and expand facility construction and maintenance as a complete offer 
to new areas and customers such as AB Volvo, the agriculture and forest industries, SKL etc. 
The potential for long-term business relationships. 

 Competence and resource synergies with A&V’s existing facility construction and 
maintenance. 

 
Threats: 

 No experience from new business areas in “White spaces”, which is a major marketing and 
business challenge. 

 Difficulties in finding the competences that ensure competence development in new areas. 

 Market and customer competences must be built in very short time periods for the new 
areas. 

 
Conclusion 
The competitive strategy for A&V in new markets with existing core competences is generally the 

same as the strategy for “Premier 10”. However, there are some modifications, as follows: 
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 Extend marketing to new customer segments: facility construction and maintenance present 
opportunities to create long-term, mutually beneficial contracts with customers. 

 Complement competence development plan with core competences in facility construction 
and maintenance. 
 

An important action point for the market organisation is to divide resources so as to learn from and 

build long-term relationships with customers in the new business areas. Competence and efficiency, 

plus a high level of cooperation and service-minded support, are essential. 

 

Competence development in facility construction and maintenance must begin with a thorough 

analysis of business needs and business trends in the new markets. This analysis can identify possible 

needs that can be matched against the current competence profile today as well as identify 

deficiencies.  

 

The trend of increasing complexity, as the result of need for more data and automation, means that 

there should be synergies and benefits from combining existing core competences in measurement 

expertise to reinforce the competitiveness in the offers of facility construction and maintenance.   
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Appendix 5 Competence Market analysis for A&V  
 
 

Corporate development 
Building and restructuring of core competencies 

(Hamel and Prahalad 1996)
Premier plus 10
Leadership- new behaviour in the organisation
Project management – complex projects
LEAN – improve efficinecy in the production
Software development – process and 
environment
High voltage
Product knowledge – engine, chassis,  electrical 
architecture. 

Mega opprtunities
What new core competencies would we need to build
to participate in the most exciting markets of the 
future?

White spaces
Developer of Test and Verification facilities 
Asset productivity 
Capital growth services for efficient capital utilisation
Supplier of complete test and analysis in virtual testing 
Management services for test/analysis/requirements 
derived from complete vehicle to system test in rigs. 
Test of vehicles with alternative fuels such as  
hydrogen/LNG/DME. 
Test of electrical cars, bicycles, mopeds, motor cycles, 
trains,  
Test of sails, drones, windmills, aero crafts.

Fill in the blanks
What is the opportunity to improve our position 
in existing markets by better leveraging our 
existing core competencies?

Market
Existing  New

New 

Core 
comp 

Existing
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Appendix 6 Organisation Research and Development, VC 
 

Organisation Complete Vehicle 

Not shown due to confidentiality  

Organisation A&V  

Not shown due to confidentiality  
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Appendix 7 Five Forces analysis for A&V 
 
Rivalry between current actors  
1. A&V supplies complete analysis and verifications services. A&V has few potential rivals other 

than OEMs that also offer these same services.  
2. Top automotive OEMs such as BMW, Volkswagen, and Ford can provide a complete offer. 

Normally only partial areas are offered externally (e.g., aero wind tunnel facilities). 
3. Other companies offer parts of the complete offer (e.g., engine testing suppliers FEV, AVL, IAVF). 

Some suppliers offer proving ground facilities (e.g., Mira, Idiada). Some suppliers offer 
engineering services for R&D (e.g., Porsche Engineering, Semcon). 

 
Threats of new entrants 
1. High capital investment in facilities to enter the market.  
2. Large automotive OEMs such as BMW, Volkswagen, and Ford can provide a complete offer. 

Normally only partial areas are offered externally (e.g., aero wind tunnel facilities). 
3. The competence for defining, testing, running, and analysing tests requires a high level of 

experience and training.   
4. There is a demand for system verification ability that is not available today.  
 
Substitutes and complements 
1. Virtual testing of cars reduces the need for physical test facilities. This reduction is larger than the 

virtual driven development required for correlation testing.  
2. More thorough use of engineering standard solutions reduces the need for testing. 
 
Power of suppliers 
1. Several suppliers have the power to influence the company. These are suppliers of hardware, 

software solutions, and spare parts to the facilities. An example is a large, complex facility 
derived from a supplier with its own solution/set up. This situation makes it difficult to change or 
re-install a new facility after the original installation is completed.  

 
Power of buyers 
1. Normally there are several suppliers available; business relationships with them is critical in 

issues related to competence/quality, price, and timing. 
2. Long-term contracts with certain buyers reduce bargaining power. 
 
Role of complements and institutions 
1. The European Union and regulatory authorities in various countries set new directives for safety, 

emissions, environment, etc. that influence operations.  
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Appendix 8 PESTEL analysis for A&V 
 
Political 
1. Some developing countries want to attract development work and therefore offer attractive 

terms to establish development facilities. 
2. Nationalism – companies in the same country favour test suppliers in that country. 
 
Economical 
1. Automotive industry is more and more financially under pressure due to the very high level of 

competition. 
2. Automotive business growth is based on quality, new car models for different segments, and 

more frequent renewal of existing models. This means more development work with a focus on 
cost and time efficiency. This will increase the demand for more testing capability and capacity. 

3. Some worlds regions are emerging: Asia, Africa, and South America.  
4. Transportation will be relatively cheap for some years yet. In the future, however, transportation 

might become more expensive because of legislation, environmental taxes, and a social mind-set 
that favours locally produced products and services. 

5. More focus on short, quarterly financial reporting and returns. 
6. Differences in labour cost between world regions. 
7. Changes between times of financial prosperity and depression shortened. 
 
Social 
1. Increasing awareness of environmental damage and increasing concern about a sustainable 

society. The need to combine growth and environmental care. 
2. Media focus on environmental problems such as global warming. 
3. Increasing personal safety trend. 
4. Increasing trend of the information society – will further increase SW functionality and 

complexity in automotive products – will affect test facilities. 
 
Technological 
1. Emissions legislation and global warming will mean more product technology and drive test 

technology and test procedures. 
2. Due to increased cost demands and shorter lead times, the virtual testing ability should be 

increased. 
3. Continued focus on fuel consumption/efficiency. 
4. Increased technical complexity in products – demand for more complex testing environment. 

This drives the need for a competence shift in engineering, laboratories, workshops, etc., both 
internally and externally. For example, traffic safety is a competitive area and will be important 
for future premium products. These systems are complex and have a lot of SW/HW functionality. 
This requires new test environments and facilities that provide a traffic representative test 
environment and can handle product complexity. This increases the need for employees with 
competence in software and electric systems.  

 
Demographical 
1. Automotive companies are concentrated in central Europe, East Asia, and North America. 
2. Test environment competitors are located as close as possible to the automotive development 

areas. 
3. The current trend towards urbanisation with more and more people living in cities drives a need 

for fewer cars.  
4. The younger generation tend to live in cities. They increasingly do not drive cars, or join car pools.     
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Nature, Environment 
1. Environmental and global warming fears are increasing over time. This will have a negative 

impact on fossil fuel use and will promote environmentally friendly propulsion technology such 
as electric power or alternative fuels. This will mean an increased need for power train testing. 

2. Limitation in availability of raw material. 
 
Legal 
1. Emissions legislation will increase over time and may be pushed forward by the environmental 

debate. This tends to increase the environmentally friendly propulsion technology and fuels. This 
will mean an increased need for power train testing. 

2. Traffic safety regulations will increase in the future. 
3. Work environment legislation is different in various countries. This may influence the 

competition. 
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Appendix 9 Competitor analysis 
Below is a short description of A&V’s main competitors.  Note the following three important trends 
in A&V’s business area: 
 
1. Increased focus on power train testing, engine testing, propulsion, and emissions. Legislation is 

behind most of this focus. 
2. Increased product software functionality with active safety systems. 
3. Increased need for more information and measurement data from testing.  
 
Suppliers (listed in random order) 
 
Competitor FEV 
Main focus 
FEB’s main focus is engine testing and engine development support. 
 
Ability and Facilities 
FEV has standard engine test laboratories and is at the forefront of endurance testing for various 
automotive OEMs. FEV can provide complete vehicle testing and mileage accumulation (engine 
durability testing). FEV may be able to provide different power train system testing. However, FEV 
does not have the complex engine test facilities that A&V has. Nor does FEV have the complete 
facility park to support a complete car programme (e.g., crash test facilities, special proving ground 
tracks, etc.)  
 
Presence 
FEB’s headquarters and main business is in Europe. FEV also has a presence in Asia for both cars and 
trucks. 
 
Competitor AVL 
Main focus 
AVL’s main focus is engine testing and engine development support. 
 
Ability and Facilities 
AVL is one of the largest test facility suppliers in the world as far as standard test facilities for engine 
testing. AVl has standard engine test laboratories and is at the forefront of endurance testing for 
various automotive OEMs. AVL may also be able to deliver complete vehicle testing and mileage 
accumulation (engine durability testing). AVL can also perform tests on different power train systems 
but does not have the complex engine test facilities that A&V has today. AVL does not have the 
complete facility park needed to support a complete car programme (e.g., crash test facilities, special 
proving ground tracks, etc.)  
 
Presence 
AVL’s global headquarters are in Europe, both for cars and trucks 
 
Competitor IDIADA 
Main focus 
IDIADA’s main focuses are proving ground testing, different tracks and mileage accumulation 
(endurance and reliability testing) 
 
Ability and Facilities 
IDIADA’s strong focus is on providing proving ground ability, with many different types of tracks. 
IDIADA has standard endurance tracks, NVH tracks, etc. IDIADA offers both drivers and facilities. 
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IDIADA does not have the same corrosion tracks and facilities that A&V has, nor the same high level 
of active safety testing ability that A&V has. IDIADA does not have the complete facility park needed 
to support a complete car programme (e.g., crash test facilities and an engine test laboratory).  
 
Presence 
IDIADA has its main assignments in Europe (e.g., Spain) for cars and trucks.  
 
 
Competitor MIRA 
Main focus 
MIRA’s main  focus is proving ground testing  with different tracks and mileage accumulation 
 
Ability and Facilities 
MIRA has significant proving ground ability, with many different types of tracks, and has standard 
endurance tracks and NVH tracks. MIRA provides drivers and facilities. MIRA has proving ground 
ability and capacity although not at the same level as IDIADA. MIRA does not have the same 
corrosion tracks, facilities, and high level of active safety testing ability that A&V has. MIRA does not 
have the complete facility park needed to support a complete car programme (e.g., crash test 
facilities, engine test laboratory).  
 
Presence 
MIRA has its main assignments in Europe (e.g., Great Britain) for cars and trucks.  
 
Other potential competitors. Other automotive OEMs with similar facility parks as A&V. Examples 

are Porsche Engineering, The Volkswagen Group, and possibly FORD, BMW, etc. 

 
Main focus 
The main focus of these other competitors is engineering assignments, some combined with testing.  
 
Ability and Facilities 
With support from The Volkswagen Group, these other competitors can offer a complete test facility 
for developing a car programme. Normally the complete test facility park in other car OEMs is not 
active on the open market. In aspiring new car companies, test facilities tend to be fully utilised with 
no effort to sell their testing service externally.  
 
Presence 
The global headquarters are in Europe, both for cars and trucks 
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Appendix 10 SWOT analysis 
The text written in BLACK, which was obtained from A&V during the Autumn of 2014, presents the 
internal view of the department. The text in RED is the authors’ contribution to the SWOT analysis 
and relates to the overall business analysis.   

 

 
 

STRENGTHS 

24/7 production on proving ground and in some rigs. 
High competence level in investment analysis of test 
facilities construction. 
High competence in building test facilities 

High competence in maintenance of test facilities 

Very good cooperation with clients. 
Support and service minded organisation especially in 
those parts that have external client interface. 
Skilled EHS organisation 

High quality and delivering on time especially in those 
parts that have external client interface. 
Flexible manning and resourcing of projects 

Good relations with external stakeholders, 
partners/suppliers 
 
 
 

WEAKNESS 

Does not utilise facility to maximum possible 
level. 
Lack of legal support as a spinoff company. 
Lack of financial support as a spinoff company 

Weak on framing and overdoes things in 
investments. 
Weak on software competence  
“Us and them” mentality in various parts of the 
organisation. (not enough customer orientation) 
No common planning and booking system 

Low degree of customer and supplier focus 

Lack of competence in surveying in rigs and 
tracks 

Lack of project management skills 

Average age is high 

Complex test facilities 

Lack of KAM/Sales/Marketing function resource 
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OPPORTUNITIES 

Test facilities to support complete car programme 
while many test suppliers cover partial areas  
Automotive growth mindset  - increased product 
variations means more testing 

Virtual testing due to shorter lead time and cost 
demands – correlation testing and data needed 

Emerging regions. 
Global trends in population growth, fuel efficiency, 
renewable, and increased environmental, health and 
safety focus 

Labour costs in different regions 

Information technology as part of people's lives – 
more complex products – offer complex facilities. 
More electronics/ software in cars in conjunction with 
other technical features drives complex testing 
especially in traffic safety, today already done 
investments is a potential. 
Cluster with automotive manufacturers at one 
location is a potential business opportunity for testing 
companies. 
New alternative fuels drives testing 

Testing of new commuting systems in mega cities  
System testing instead of complete vehicle testing 

Complex testing facilities 

Develop rigs (methods, processes and technology) 
Increase utilisation of facilities.  
Increased sales opportunities on the Chinese 
automotive market and Geely 

Virtual testing/support method development – 
correlation testing 

Knowledgebase testing  
Verifications efficiency drives increased 
virtual/system verification => increase rig usage  
Standardisation of verifications procedures 

Implementation of business strategies/goals for 
organisation 

Consulting other automotive companies with 
verification process improvements 
Measurement expertise and equipment management 
Measurement data management. 

THREATS 

Competitors have ability of similar offerings for  
consultation, example Porsche Engineering, 
Semcon,  
Virtual verifications can reduce overall physical 
test need. 
National protectiveness, favouring of local 
domestic suppliers. 
Over establishment of car suppliers   
Urbanisation and car pooling may impact new car 
sales 

Brain drain 

Quality of test objects is a threat to efficiency in 
rigs 

Aging building, facilities requires financial means 
for maintenance 

Main customer, VC, may choose another supplier 
for test and verification 

Lack of IT support, software development and 
adaptation, lack of planning tools, financial 
system, etc. 
Non user-friendly tools test facilities 

Global automotive industry reduces complete 
vehicle testing  
New complex technology drives increase in 
competence need and new facilities 

Not proactive enough against customer future 
needs  
Low staff turnaround may delay needed 
competence turnaround. 
Difficult to recruit right competence level 
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Appendix 11 Stakeholder analysis 
 
 

VCC 
Department
Analysis & 

Verification

Owner GEELY Volvo Car Corp
Securing product quality for 
long term profit by verifying 

attractive cars for various 
markets. 

Customers
External

Receives test results 
according to specific needs

VCC R&D Departments
-Chassis Engineering
- Body and Trim Eng
-Power train  Eng
-Complete Vehicle Eng
-Electric Eng

Verification of complete car 
development programs to 
secure fulfilment of  intended 
qualifications. 

Suppliers
Receives payment in terms of 

money for delivering vital  
services and products to the 

business.  

Employees

Authorities
- Arbetsmiljöverket
-Police, fire and 
ambulance
-Municipalities
-Hazardous material
-Näringslivsdeparmenet
-Government R&D 
activities
-Försäkringskassan

Tools
Components
Measurement system 
Maintenance
Tests
Software and support 
Facilities
Processes for fuels
Supplies
Prototypes
Health
R&D support

Test budget
Req on lead-time
Req on efficiency
Test requirements
Req on facilities
Methods

Test budget
Req on lead-
time
Req on 
efficiency
Test 
requirements

ISO 14000
Finance
Resources 
utilisations
IT
Labour affairs
Communications
Marketing events

Interesting work 
with career 

opportunities. 
Benefits. Safe, 
non hazardous 

work place

Safety. 
Environmental , and 

other legislation. 
Cooperation  

activities.

Test  
specifications

CEVT
-CEVT

Knowledge
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Appendix 12 A&V offerings in the BCG Growth Share Matrix 
The BCG (Boston Consulting Groups) Growth Share Matrix is used in this analysis of A&V. This tool 

has been used extensively in the industry to systematically allocate funds to a company's various 

activities (Mintzberg et al., 1998). The matrix takes into account the two axes: Growth potential of 

the business and current market share of the business   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 BCG Growth Share Matrix, adapted from Henderson, 1979).  

The BCG Growth Share Matrix has been criticized on the basis that it is implies that each company 

should have products in each quadrant and should move around the quadrants. Mintzberg et al. 

(1998) point out that a “star” could be a black hole, a “dog” might be a corporation’s best friend, and 

a “cow” can produce new products. Ultimately, management must decide which new investments 

might become another cash cow.  McKinsey (2001) points out that a company with the highest 

market share is not necessarily a profitable business. Furthermore, not all growing markets are 

attractive; it depends on barriers to entry (Collis & Montgomery, 1998). McKinsey (2001) therefore 

proposes a matrix with the two axes: Industry Attractiveness and Business Unit Competitive 

Advantage (see also Harris & Lenox, 2013,).  

Due to time limitations the following analysis of A&V offerings is rather brief. Our ambition is to 

generate more data that could be useful in developing a strategy for A&V as a spinoff company. 

 

A spinoff company has no history of market share. Therefore, we relied on general knowledge of 

A&V’s industry in this analysis using the BCG Growth Share Matrix. However, there is value in 

examining A&V’s products in terms of the matrix. The results and conclusions are applicable to both 

models for A&V: the internal department at VC or A&V as a spinoff company. For both models, the 

same question is relevant: “How can the invested capital produce the highest contribution?”  
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“Cash Cows” 
A&V might offer capacity for test performance at different test facilities. This product or activity, 

which has major earnings potential, requires a focus on operational efficiency to minimise costs. We 

recommend a rigorous analysis be made of A&V’s business potential from the facility park, with a 

focus on efficient and lean activities, as a guide to additional investments in the most promising 

facility areas. See also “stars” and “dogs” below. 

 

Other cash cows are Maintenance, Measurement, and Facility Construction that could be offered to   

a wide range of potential customers.  

 

“Stars” 

Future “stars” may derive from the market growth in new technology areas. See, for example, the 

PESTEL analysis in following areas. 

 
1. Testing of software functionality and connectivity. 
2. Testing of electrified drivelines and other functions. 
3. The complete process of measurement technology, remote data management and related 

structure, and tools for deriving clean data from large data amounts. 
4. Emissions testing (mainly driven by legislation). 
5. New technologies that enable cost and lead time savings (new rigs and set ups for work 

procedures) 
 
These five areas, which have the potential to become future “cash cows,” are driven by global trends. 

Regardless of whether A&V is a spinoff company or an internal VC department, the recommendation 

is to continue to invest and focus on related competences and technologies. 

 

“Dogs” 

There are test facilities with a low utilisation grade and a low customer potential. There are many 

reasons that these facilities are dogs. Competition might depress the price because of the high 

availability in the market. We recommend an evaluation be made of the test facility configuration 

with respect to business potential needs. Some test facilities might be closed as a result, which would 

free up capital to make other investments such as those listed under “stars”.  

 

“Problem children”: the question marks 

The effort to reduce lead times and costs for test objects drives the development of virtual 

verification. However, it is difficult to make a complete evaluation using only virtual methods.  It is 

also costly to develop fully predictive virtual methodology. Today this development is a focus area in 

itself. Probably the most efficient work procedures combine clever engineering methodologies, with 

the optimal combination between virtual and physical verification, based on respective areas of 

strengths. The potential A&V “product” as far as consultation on work procedures for verification 

efficiency could be viewed as a “question mark” because it is not obvious how an efficient 

combination could/should look like. Nevertheless, it is important to continue the effort to develop 

and follow the progress in this area, even if it may be difficult to offer this product on the open 

market. Note also that strong performance in this area could become a competitive advantage for VC 

if VC declines to make it available on the open market. 
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